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1.2 Aim of this thesis 
 
The Colombian region is situated in the NW area of South America. It is a zone geologically 
active, in particular, because it is formed by diverse tectonic movements of the Nazca, 
Caribbean, Cocos and South American plates. The region can be associated with three main 
structures with different seismotectonic features: the Caribbean region, the Andean Region 
and the Eastern Llanos and Orinoquia terrains (Taboada et al. 2000). The Caribbean region 
is a predominantly flat zone with an elevation in the north (Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta). 
In this area, there is scarce seismic activity. The Andean region is composed of three 
mountain ranges:  Eastern, Central and Western. This reg on has the highest seismic activity 
in the country. The Eastern Llanos Basin is formed of a large flat region, which is part of 
Guyana Precambrian shield. Seismic activity in this area is located along the boundaries with 
the Andean region (Vargas et al. 2004). In this sense, a broad range of depths and tectonic 
regimes describe the seismicity in Colombia. For insta ce, in the borders of the Cordilleras 
are the most seismically active regions, mainly associated to the crustal deformation. 
Similarly, the subduction of the Nazca under the South American plates causes that the 
Pacific coast presents seismicity with depths less than 80 km, along with the Colombian 
trench. A notable and permanent seismic source is the deep seismicity located in the 
Bucaramanga Seismic Nest, which has depth around 150 km. A detailed analysis of the 
seismic behavior in this region was carried out for evaluating the role of this phenomenon in 
the tectonic setting of the subandean sedimentary bsins of Colombia. The analysis is 
included as an integral part of this thesis in Annex A1. 
 
On the other hand, the study zone encompasses several mature and frontier basins. The most 
prolific hydrocarbon production areas are located in the Eastern Llanos, Middle Magdalena 
Valley, and the Upper Magdalena Valley basins, with extensions of 225.603 km2, 32.949 
km2, and 21.513 km2, and percentages of total production in Colombia of 68,9%, 15,2%, and 
5,8% respectively. The compositions of the crude oil pr duced in the Eastern Llanos, Middle 
Magdalena Valley, and the Upper Magdalena Valley basins are of 68.6% of heavy crudes, 
64.5% of heavy crudes and 58% of medium crudes, respectively (Malagón, 2016; Garcia et 
al., 2009). Based on above information, it is evident that most of the hydrocarbons extracted 
in the country are heavy oils. This type of oil requires more energy in the extraction and 
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therefore brings higher costs. Hence, it is necessary to explore new areas of the national 
territory with alternative datasets and innovative echnologies to find light oils. 
 
Having I mentioned the tectonic and hydrocarbons scenario in Colombia, is necessary to 
highlight that it had been recognized along several decades that the magnetic methods detect 
local magnetic field variations due to the presence of ferromagnetic and paramagnetic 
minerals in subsurface structures. The anomalies that are observed are due to the induced or 
remanent magnetization of the materials. These methods ave been applied mainly in the 
exploration of minerals (e.g., iron, precious metals, diamonds, molybdenum, etc.). In addition 
to these applications, the magnetic data can be utilized to determine the depth of magnetic 
basement. This magnetic basement is generally the crystalline basement and information of 
its depth is valuable in hydrocarbon exploration due to it gives details about the overlying 
sedimentary rocks, as well as the presence of some relevant tectonic structures.  
 
For processing of magnetic data, it is necessary to separate the residual and regional magnetic 
anomalies to estimate the shallow and deep structures, respectively. One of the techniques 
used for this purpose is the Radial Average Spectrum (RAS) (Spector and Grant, 1970; 
Bhattacharyya and Leu, 1975), which transforms the 2D spectrum of magnetic anomalies in 
a spectra 1D by means of the average of all possible directional power spectra. Also, it is 
used the method of Analytical Signal (Nabighian, 1972, 1974; Roest et al. 1992), which uses 
the square root of the sum of the squares of the derivatives of the magnetic anomalies in the 
directions x, y, and z. Also, it used the method of S urce Parameter Images (Thurston and 
Smith, 1997), which uses three complex parameters that allow characterizing and calculating 
dimensions of  the magnetic source.  
 
In Colombia, the magnetic methods have been widely used for defining mainly boundaries 
of sedimentary basins (ANH, 2006a-c; ANH, 2007: ANH, 2009a). In recent years, the 
National Hydrocarbons Agency of Colombia (ANH) and more recently the Geological 
Survey of Colombia, have acquired an appreciable amount of magnetic information, which 
compiled with pre-existing information, has allowed the construction of magnetic databases 
(see, e.g., ANH, 2010). However, there are no studies at countrywide of the thermal structure 
derived from these datasets. For example, there is a lack of the estimation of the Curie Point 
Depth (CPD) and the subsequent determination of the geothermal gradient. The calculation 
of this information is essential for the hydrocarbons exploration due to these resources are 
located in thermally hot basins, where there is more chance that organic matter has been 
transformed into hydrocarbons, which could be trapped in relative near areas and allocated 
in reservoir rocks with proper temperatures for prese ving the oil and gas (Buller et al. 2005; 
Nadeau., 2011; Goulty et al. 2012). 
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Similarly, the electromagnetic methods are intended to etect resistivity contrasts between a 
target and their surroundings. These methods have been applied for more than a century in 
the exploration of mineral deposits. In the 20s of the last century, the Schlumberger brothers 
were the pioneers in electrical prospecting with the electrical resistivity method 
(Schlumberger, 1920). During the1960s, the technique of controlled-source electromagnetic 
(CSEM) was extensively used in exploration. At that time, it was used the controlled source 
electromagnetic method in the frequency domain (FDEM), where the source is supplied by 
a single frequency signal (Frischknecht, 1967; Vanyan, 1967 and 1997; Keller, 1968; Wait, 
1982; Kaufman and Keller, 1983). Later, it was develop d the controlled source 
electromagnetic method in the time domain (TDEM), where the source is supplied with step 
or impulse functions. These functions contain a broad spectrum of frequencies within a short 
transmitting time (Zhdanov, 2010). The advantages of TDEM versus FDEM are: 1) the 
capacity to achieve significant depths of investigation; 2) the ability to work in the near field, 
and 3) the measurement of the subsoil response when the transmitter is off. The use of TDEM 
in the near field is widely described by Sidorov and Tickshaev (1969), Kaufman and 
Morozova (1970), and Kaufman (1989). With advances in electronics transmitters and 
receivers, higher power and sensitivity were develop d. Thus, new systems were generated 
in the time domain capable of reach depths where oil and gas reservoirs are typically located. 
An example is the long-offset transient EM deployment (LOTEM), which consists of a 
transmitter (horizontal current dipole) separated from receptors (induction loops and electric 
dipoles) by a distance equal to/or greater than the exploration depth , this is due to the fact 
that the offset is proportional to the depth of investigation (Strack, 1999). In the same way, 
during the first decade of 21st century, it was developed the Multitransient (This name refers 
to multiple channels (transmitters-receivers set) wi h the transmitter powered by transients 
functions) EM system (MTEM), which uses current dipoles as transmitters and electric 
dipoles inline as receptors. This system has multiple ransmitter-receiver separations, but the 
transmitter is supplied by a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS), which simulates an 
impulse function (Wright et al., 2002; Ziolkowski et al., 2007). 
 
In recent years, there has been a boom in Magnetotelluric studies (MT) in Colombia (see, 
e.g., Rojas, 2014) for the geothermal analysis. The MT method has also been used at the 
national level for the characterization of sedimentary basins (ANH, 2009b-d). The problems 
of this approach in the exploration of hydrocarbon reservoirs are its low resolution and 
limited sensitivity in the detection of resistive bodies, which makes it impractical for the 
investigation of most reservoirs (Brady et al., 2009). The Controlled-source Audio 
Magnetotellurics (CSAMT) method has a higher resoluti n than the MT, but it has the same 
problem of insensitivity in the detection of resistive bodies. In Colombia, the CSAMT 
method has been used for deepwater exploration (Velosa, 2013) and mineral resources 
(Pérez, 2016).  
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As seen above, it is observed that in Colombia there is a significant gap in research and the 
use of electromagnetic methods for the exploration of reservoirs on land. Hence, taking into 
account the large gap in national knowledge in the exploration of hydrocarbon reservoirs by 




The following objectives were proposed in this thesis: 
 
 -Estimate the depth interval of potential reservoirs in the sedimentary basins of Colombia 
by finding the Golden Zone 
-Investigate the potential use of the Synthetic Apertur  Technique applied in the Controlled 
Source Electromagnetic Method for exploring reservoirs n land.-Determine the feasibility 
of using the Multitransient Electromagnetic technology to identify deep reservoirs in an oil 
field of Colombia. 
 
 
1.3 Thesis outline and original contributions 
 
The following doctoral thesis is composed of five scientific papers, structured in three 
chapters. Three of these papers are already published in international journals, and two are 
currently under review. According to the stated objectives in this work, these chapters are 
grouped into two general sections, namely: Section I. Golden zone of sedimentary basins in 
the Colombian territory; Section II. Exploration of reservoirs on land using electromagnetic 
methods.   
Chapters 2 and 3 are part of Section I “Golden zone of sedimentary basins in the Colombian 
territory”. Chapter 2 “Curie point depth in the SW Caribbean using the radially averaged 
spectra of magnetic anomalies”. The objective of this chapter is to estimate the thermal 
structure of the Colombian Basin. Here, the Curie point depth along southwestern Caribbean 
region was estimated from magnetic anomaly data. From the Curie isotherm, the geothermal 
gradient was calculated for the study area. The relationship between Curie point depth with 
seismic velocities and gravity anomalies was determined. The results of this study allowed 
to identify at least five thermal terrains in the SW Caribbean Basin. Chapter 3 “Curie point 
depths in northwestern South America and the southwestern Caribbean sea”. The objective 
of this chapter is to identify the possible presence of Golden Zone in some sedimentary basins 
of Colombia. Here, the Curie point depth along northwestern South America was estimated 
from magnetic anomaly data. From the Curie isotherm behavior, the geothermal gradient was 
calculated for the study area, and some empirical rel tionships between the Curie point depth 
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and the geothermal gradient were established. The results of this study allowed to identify 
the possible presence of Golden Zone in some sedimentary basins of Colombia.  
 
Chapters 3 and 4 are part of Section II “Electromagnetic methods for the exploration of 
reservoirs on land”. Chapter 3 “3D Forward modeling of Synthetic Aperture in Controlled 
Source Electromagnetics for hydrocarbon exploration on land”. The objective of this chapter 
is to investigate the potential use of synthetic aperture applied in Controlled Source 
Electromagnetic for exploring reservoirs on continental areas. Here, we analyze the behavior 
of a source array on land using numerical simulations with different configurations of 
reservoirs, depths, thicknesses and lateral continuity. In the analysis, we carry out a sweep 
angle of source array to find the scenarios where this method presents the highest sensitivity 
in the detection of a buried resistive body. The results of this study allowed us to find high 
sensitivity when we work in a model with a reservoi embedded in a homogeneous halfspace. 
We also found that the method works in models where the reservoir is present in a complex 
overthrust model. Chapter 4 “3D Forward Modeling of Multitransient Electromagnetic 
Technique for Hydrocarbon Exploration in Complex Areas. Numerical tests in the Cusiana 
Oil Field, Colombia”. The objective of this chapter is to examine the viability of using the 
Multitransient Electromagnetic technology to identify deep reservoirs. We perform several 
3D  numerical simulations to evaluate the exploratory behavior of the Multitransient 
Electromagnetic method on the giant Cusiana Oil Field, Colombia. In order to obtain the 
impulse response, the simulations were carried out in the frequency domain. The results of 
simulations allow us to conclude that with the apparent resistivity obtained from the impulse 
responses is possible to detect reservoirs in a wide range of depths and in a complex geologic 
setting. We also found that in the resistivity inversion, the reservoirs are detected with 
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SECTION II: Golden zone of sedimentary 
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CHAPTER 2: Curie Point Depth in the SW 
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There is an absence of knowledge about the thermal structure in the study area due to the 
poor density and coverage regarding existing direct measurements. The thermal structure 
estimations are valuable for understanding geologic and geophysical processes in the 
Colombian basin, and constitute relevant for the analyses of organic matter transformation, 
identification of possible zones of oil expulsion, accumulation and preservation. 
 
In this chapter, is presented details of the processing of magnetic anomalies oriented to 
calculate the Curie point depth and then geothermal gradients. Several test showed that the 
methodology used provides similar results that other pr vious studies had been carried out in 
near zones, both offshore and continental areas. Finally, the geothermal gradients obtained 
are compared with other geophysical variables such as seismic velocity and gravity 
anomalies.                                                                                            
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2.2 Curie Point Depth in the SW Caribbean Using the Radially 
Averaged Spectra of Magnetic Anomalies 
 
Juan M. Salazar a, Carlos A. Vargas a, Hermann Leon b 
a Department of Geosciences, Universidad Nacional de Colombia at Bogota, Colombia. 
b CIOH - Oceanographic and Hydrographic Center Research, Cartagena, Colombia 





We have estimated the Curie Point Depth (CPD) using the average radial power spectrum in 
a tectonically complex area located in the SW Caribbean basin. Data analyzed came from the 
World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map, and three methods have been used to compare results 
and evaluate uncertainties: Centroid, Spectral Peak, and Forward Modeling. Results show a 
match along the three methods, suggesting that the CPD values in the area ranging between 
6 km and 50 km. The results share the following characteristics: A) High values (>30 km) 
are in continental regions; B) There is a trend of maximum CPD values along the SW-NE 
direction, starting from the Central Cordillera in Colombia to the Maracaibo Lake in 
Venezuela; C) There is a maximum CPD at the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta (Colombia) as 
well as between Costa Rica - Nicaragua and Nicaragu - Honduras borders. The lowest CPD 
values (<20 km) are associated with the coastal regions and offshore. We also tested results 
by estimating the geothermal gradient and comparing measured observations of the study 
area. Our results suggest at least five thermal terrains in the SW Caribbean Basin: A) The 
area that is comprising the Venezuela Basin, the Beata Ridge and the Colombia Basin up to 
longitude parallel to the Providencia Throat. B) The area that includes zones to the north of 
the Cocos Ridge and Panam  Basin up to the trench. C) The orogenic region of the northern 
Andes and including areas of the Santa Marta Massif. D) The continental sector that 
encompasses Nicaragua, northern Costa Rica and eastern of Honduras. E) Corresponds to 
areas of the northern Venezuela and Colombia, NW of Colombia, the Panamanian territory 




The magnetic field of the Earth is a consequence of deep and surficial sources. The deep 
source is associated with the core, and the surficial component, related mainly with the 
lithosphere, becomes one-tenth part of the deep magnetic field. When determining the power 
spectral density of the magnetic anomalies, short wavelengths (< 2600 km; Artemieva, 2011) 
dominate the surface component (the upper part of the magnetic layer). At longer 
wavelengths, the crustal signal may be distorted by overlap with the long-wavelength 
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magnetic field from the deeper sources (Meyer et al., 1985; Purucker and Whaler, 2007). At 
the same time, the crustal magnetization signal is the product of two components: a remanent 
and an induced magnetism. The first one is left in rocks after that an external magnetic field 
is removed. The second is caused by a combination of several agents, e.g. the Earth’s core 
magnetic field, the solar wind, the thickness of themagnetic crust, and the mineral 
composition. The magnetic susceptibility of each rock depends mainly on the percentage of 
the magnetite volume. This mineral is common in igneous and metamorphic rocks, and has 
minimal amounts in most of the sediments. 
  
But the rocks are a heterogeneous assemblage of minerals. The matrix of the rocks is mainly 
silicates or carbonates, which are diamagnetic in character. There is a lesser quantity of 
secondary minerals interspersed in this matrix, such as the clay minerals that have 
paramagnetic properties. The bulk of the key minerals in a rock contributes to the magnetic 
susceptibility but is incapable of a significant contribution to the remnant magnetic 
properties, which are due to a dilute dispersion of ferromagnetic minerals. The variable 
concentrations of ferromagnetic minerals play a keyrole in determining the magnetic 
susceptibility in rocks (Buddington and Lindsley, 1964; Hurt et al., 1995; Lowrie, 2007). 
Some factors that influence the rock’s magnetic suseptibility are the type of ferromagnetic 
mineral, its grain size, and the manner in which it acquires a remnant magnetization (Lowrie, 
2007). Several studies suggest that the magnetite is one of the most abundant ferromagnetic 
minerals in the lithosphere (see e.g. Buddington and Li dsley, 1964; Hurt et al., 1995; 
Nishitani and Kono, 1983). This mineral has a high spontaneous magnetization. Its magnetic 
susceptibility is the strongest of any naturally occurring mineral. For many sedimentary and 
igneous rocks, the magnetic susceptibility is propotional to the magnetite content (Purucker 
and Whaler, 2007). 
 
Curie temperature is an inherent property of minerals which relies on their composition and 
crystallography. It regards to the temperature upon which, the remnant or induced 
magnetization of minerals disappears. The Curie Point Depth (CPD) of the lithosphere is 
assumed closely related to the Curie Point of the magnetite (see e.g. Buddington and 
Lindsley, 1964; Gasparini et al., 1979; Hurt et al., 1995; Nishitani and Kono, 1983). 
Likewise, the Curie temperature of magnetite is ranging between 575-585ºC (Hurt et al., 
1995; Lowrie, 2007).  
 
Several methods have been proposed for estimating the CPD from radial average power 
spectrum (RAPS) of data magnetic anomalies. A firstapproach known as the Spectral Peak 
Method (SPM) was proposed by Spector and Grant (1970) and used for Shuey et al. (1977), 
Connard et al. (1983) and Blakely (1988). A second technique and widely used is the 
Centroid Method (CM) that was presented by Bhattacharyya et al. (1977) and used with 
variations by Okubo et al. (1985) and Tanaka et al. (2005). Recently a new method has 
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emerged, the forward modeling method (FMM) which was proposed by Ravat (2004), Finn 
et al. (2004) and Ross et al. (2004) simultaneously. In any case, the CPD is a property difficult 
to interpret in the regional tectonic context due to a significant possibility of magnetic 
contributions inside the lithosphere. That means that is necessary to use other independent 
geological and geophysical data for its proper interpretation. 
 
The SW Caribbean Basin corresponds to a geologically complex region derived from 
interactions of the Caribbean and Pacific lithospheric plates (Pindell et al., 2005) that have 
generated several geological and geophysical footprints. Nevertheless, beyond the 
seismological evidence available (Figure 2.1), its mechanical and thermal structure is 
difficult to infer. Also, only a couple of studies has reported values of the CPD in this region 
(Arnaiz-Rodríguez and Orihuela, 2013; Guevara et al., 2013; Vargas et al., 2015), evidencing 
a lack of fundamental information regarding the brittle-ductile structure of the lithospheric 
system and its influence on the main tectonic featur s of the basin. The primary objective of 
this paper is to use available magnetic data to find the CPD distribution in the SW Caribbean. 
Based on this information, we estimate geothermal gradient values using the three methods 
discussed above and interpret them in the frame of the present geological setting. We use 




Figure 2.1. Major tectonic and geomorphologic features in the southwestern Caribbean Basin. Black lines 
correspond to the surface expression of some regional faults. PBFZ: Pedro Bank Fault Zone. PT: Providenc  
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Throat. PFZ: Panama Fault Zone. SM Massif: Santa Marta Massif. SA: San Andres Island. CAVA: Centro 
American Volcanic Arc. BV: Blue Volcano. Bathymetry and topography are from ETOPO1 Global Relief Model 
(Amante and Eakins, 2009). Filled circles represent arthquakes reported by the USGS-NEIC (Mw > 4.0). 
Seismicity at west Costa Rica and Nicaragua is related to the subduction process of the Cocos Plate und r the 
Caribbean Plate. Seismicity along the Panama Fault Zone defines the border between the Cocos and the Nazca 
plates. Notice the earthquakes between the Providence Throat, suggesting an intraplate seismotectonic activity. 
Volcanoes presented are coming from the Smithsonian I stitute dataset (http://www.volcano.si.edu/). Faults 




2.3. Study area: the SW CARIBBEAN region 
 
The study zone covers the southwestern Caribbean region, which extends from latitude 6°N 
to 16°N and from longitude 70°W to 86°W with a total area of 2,079,133 km2. It includes 
the northern part of Colombia territory onshore andits offshore area, western Venezuela, the 
entire area of Panama and Costa Rica, eastern Nicaragu  and Honduras (Figure. 2.1). The 
study area mainly comprised of the convergent areas of the South America, Nazca, and Cocos 
plates, as well as the western portion of the Caribbean plate. 
 
2.3.1. Geologic and tectonic setting 
The Caribbean region began forming during Jurassic continental breakup of Pangea (Pindell 
et al., 2005). The expansion of the sea floor related to that process generated prominent 
magnetic anomalies in the zone (Figures. 2.1 and 2.2). Large easterly trending lineations of 
magnetic anomalies extend from the Nicaragua Rise to the Beata Ridge (Maus et al., 2007). 
Based on this anomalies, Christofferson (1973) suggested that an original spreading center 
was located either to the north or the south of the present physiographic boundaries of the 
Colombia Basin. The same author proposed that the Ist mus of Panama not evolved upon 
the lithosphere associated to this basin. 
 
Nowadays a continental-oceanic subduction setting is evolving the area along the NW South 
America where the Caribbean oceanic plate subducts beneath the continental South 
American plate. At the same time, the Cocos Plate subducts beneath the Caribbean Plate, just 
off the western coast of Central America. This subduction promotes the Central America 
Volcanic Arc. This region is in the hot debate on the evolution and geometry of the 
lithospheric system (Benthem, 2013). 
 
The most prominent tectonic features on the sea floor of the study zone are (Figure. 2.1): 1) 
the Nicaragua Rise, 2) the Beata Ridge, 3) the Colombia Basin, and 4) the Hess Escarpment. 
The Nicaragua Rise is split in Upper and Lower by the Pedro Bank Fault Zone. Although 
there was not considered the thermal response, Case et al. (1990) and Mauffret and Leroy 
(1997) proposed a thin oceanic crust under the Lower Nicaragua Rise, in contrast with a thick 
crust beneath the Beata Ridge. Same authors suggested that there is a thick oceanic plateau 
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beneath the western Colombia Basin. Meanwhile, the Hess Escarpment is a normal fault, 
with a fan-shaped wedge that corresponds to a syn-rift fill or volcanic flows (Edgar et al., 
1973; Case et al., 1990; Scientific Party Leg 165, 1996; Mauffret and Leroy, 1997). The 
seismic information provides evidence that the Hess Escarpment is an old feature which has 
been inactive since the Late Cretaceous (Case et al., 1990), although the southwestern part 
of the Hess escarpment was clearly active in recent times (Bowland, 1993). 
 
2.3.2. Seismotectonic activity 
 
Molnar and Sykes (1969) and later Sykes et al. (1982) showed interplate seismicity located 
in the Lower Nicaragua Rise. Other intraplate activity is related to lineaments and faults 
disposed radially and concentrically about a cluster of seamounts under the San Andres Island 
and the Providence Throat (Christofferson and Hamil, 1978). The lineament system extends 
at least 350 km from these places and includes > 350.000 km2 of the sea floor on the 
Nicaraguan Rise and in the Colombia Basin. The central position of the seamount cluster 
suggests that volcanism accompanied the deformation, and it may be a relevant source of 
thermal and magnetic anomalies. 
 
High seismotectonic activity occurs in the western Costa Rica and Nicaragua, where most of 
the earthquakes have hypocenters under 70 km. The northern Panama Fault Zone is a tectonic 
region where seismicity, flips from subduction to a tr nsforming zone. At the east of the 
Panama Fault Zone, the seismicity becomes sparse and is located at north and south of the 
Panama offshore. The Panama-Colombia border has a swarm of earthquakes with 
hypocenters from 30 km to 70 km depth. Few events along the Colombian coast contrast with 
the intraplate activity of the Caribbean plate near to the San Andres Island and the Providence 
Throat (Figure. 2.1). 
 
According to Giunta and Orioli (2011), the Caribbean lithosphere has been tectonically 
emplaced over the Pacific and Atlantic oceanic crusts producing the western and eastern arc 
systems of the Central American Isthmus and Lesser Antilles. Converging of the North and 
South American continental crusts, have promoted suture zones along Centro America, 
Greater Antilles and Venezuela. Caribbean marginal areas in Venezuela, Colombia, Panama 
and Hispaniola were shortened forming accretionary prisms (Stephan et al., 1986). Along 
this complex history, the crustal thickness of the Caribbean plate varies drastically, from 
normal, 6–8 km at the west of the Beata Ridge, to a plateau structure of approach 20 km thick 
at the western part of the Beata Ridge (Figures.2.1 and 2.3). The crust is also thick in the 
Colombia Basin 10–22 km (Case et al., 1990). In addition, the continental crust is variable 
and range between 20 and 60 km along the study area (Laske et al., 2013). 
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Figure 2.2. a) Magnetic anomaly map of the study zone built from WDMAM version 2.0 data (Dyment et al., 
2015). Profiled A-A’ corresponds to Fig.2.9; b) same ap presented in a) with low-pass filter (wavelengths > 
111 km); c) same map presented in a) with high-pass filter (wavelengths < 111 km). 
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Figure 2.3. Crustal thickness (km) of the study area derived from the global crustal model (Laske et al., 2013). 
 
2.4. Methodology for estimating the Curie Point Depth (CPD) 
 
The magnetic methods for determination of the depth to e Curie isotherm build on the idea 
that average magnetization tends to zero below the CPD. Under this assumption, we can 
assume the presence of a magnetic layer that extends infinitely in all horizontal directions. 
The depth to the bottom of this layer is small compared with the horizontal scale of the 
magnetic source, and its magnetization (, 
) can be assumed as a random function of 
and 
. Blakely (1995) introduced the concept of power spectrum density of the magnetic 
anomalies, , as: 
  ,  =   , .  ,  ,                                 (1) 
  ,  = 4|| |!|"# . 1 −  |!|("%"#),         (2) 
 
where  is the power spectral density of magnetization,  and  are the wave numbers 
along the coordinates  and 
 , respectively.   is proportionality constant,   and   are 
factors of the direction of magnetization and the direction of the geomagnetic field, 
respectively. The equation (2) can be simplified by noting that all terms are radially 
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symmetrical. If (, 
) is completely random and uncorrelated,  ,  is a constant. 
Therefore, the radial average of  is: 
 (||) = & |!|"# . 1 −  |!|("%"#),                              (3) 
 
where & is a constant, '( is the CPD, ') is the depth to the top of the magnetic source.  
From the above ideas, we described below three numerical approximations widely used for 
estimating the CPD. These methods were implemented i  this work and then compared their 
results. The three methods use a square window such that could ensure the dimension 
criterion of six times the depth of the target as suggested by Okubo et al. (1985). The size of 
the square window is proportional to the depth of investigation, this is because with greater 
size of the windows, longer wavelengths can be obtained (lower magnetic layer). Okubo 
determined that the value of the length of the window was 6 times the depth of investigation 
by means of experimental work. Since the database of magnetic anomalies has a resolution 
of approximately 5.6 km, we evaluated a window sized of 336 km x 336 km. The analysis of 
the RAPS in each window allowed us to calculate the CPD. The procedure repeated by 




2.4.1.1 Centroid Method 
 
This method seeks to obtain the Curie point depth (the lower part of the magnetic layer), for 
which it uses the magnetic anomalies caused by the bottom of the magnetic source that has 
longer wavelengths compared to the signals from the top of the magnetic source. The method 
was developed by Okubo et al. (1985), based on the application of the Bhattacharyya and 
Leu (1977) method. For wavelengths less than the crustal thickness, the equation (3) 
becomes: 
 *+,||/. = *+(/) − ||'),                                 (4) 
 
where / is a constant. Thereby, ') can be estimated from the slope of the RAPS from the 
magnetic anomalies (Figures 2.4a and 2.4e).  
 
Otherwise, equation (3) can be written as: 
 ||/ =  |!|"0, |!|("#"0) −  |!|("%"0).,            (5) 
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where  is a constant and '1 is the centroid of the magnetic source. With long 
wavelengths, the equation becomes:       




Figure 2.4. a) Determination of ZT by the Centroid method; b) determination of ZO by the Centroid method; 
c) determination of kpeak by the Spectral Peak method; d) curve fitting by the Forward Modeling method; and 
e) the conceptual model of the magnetic layer for referring the depth variables ZT, ZO and ZC. 
 
where 24 is the thickness of the magnetic layer. From equation (6) is obtained: 
 *+,||//||. = *+(5) − ||'1,                             (7) 
 
where 5 is a constant. The depth to the top and the centroid of the magnetic source can be 
estimated by fitting a straight line through the upper and lower parts of the wave number and 
the RAPS of magnetic anomalies (Figures 4b and 4e). 
Finally, the depth to the bottom of the magnetic layer (or CPD) can be obtained from the 
expression: 
 '( =  2'1 − ').                       (8) 
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The estimation of the CPD for this method has limitations, which are extensively discussed 
by Blakely (1995) and Ross et al. (2004). The deep magnetic sources have long wavelengths 
and low amplitudes that make them difficult to distinguish on anomalies caused by surface 
sources. This method requires a priori estimate of he CPD for using it in separating filters of 
the deep magnetic sources of the shallow magnetic sources. A priori estimate of the CPD is 
coming from the Crust 1.0 model, which is a global crustal model that uses a thickness of the 
crustal structure at a 1ºx1º scale (Laske et al., 2013).  
 
2.4.1.2 Forward Modeling 
 
This method uses nonlinear least-squares to fit the right side of equation (9) with the square 
root of the RAPS of magnetic anomalies (Ravat et al. 2004; Finn et al. 2004 and Ross et al. 
2004). 
 ||/ = , |!|("#) −  |!|("%)..    (9) 
 
where  is a constant that is not dependent on depth terms in equation (9), ') same as '( are 
adjusted iteratively to find the minimum error betwen the observed data to the calculated 
(Figures 2.4c and 2.4e).  
One of the disadvantages of this method is the largr processing time compared with the other 
two methods; also is necessary to give it a range of possible values of solutions (Crust1.0). 
Another the common problem is that the solution converges to a local minimum instead of 
the global minimum, caused by picking the initial trial solution that sometimes is too far from 
the global minimum.  
 
2.4.1.3 Spectral Peak Method 
 
This method uses the wavenumber (678!)  where there is a maximum, because it is related 
to   '9   and  ':  by equation (10), which is obtained deriving the equation (9) and equating 
it to zero (Connard et al. 1983; Blakely. 1995): 
;<("%);<("#)("%)("#) = 678!.                                        (10) 
One strategy for solving this equation is considering every possible solution, e.g. using the 
Crust 1.0 model for the study zone, and picking one with the smallest error (Figures 2.4d and 
2.4e). Limitations of this method coming from some peaks that are unrecognizable. Also, it 
depends on the window size, where the greater windo gives much better results. This 
approach also requires a priori estimate of '9 and  ': for use them to solve the equation (10).  
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2.4.2 Error estimates 
 
Vargas et al. (2015) analyzed diverse finite-apertur  windows in order to find the best quality 
estimations of the RAPS. They compared results withother studies for the same region and 
using identical dataset (Arnaiz-Rodríguez and Orihuela, 2013). They found that the best 
results were by using windows of 336 x 336 km. Following Okubo and Matsunaga (1994), 
the maximum depth to estimate the CPD is approx. a sixth of the side of this square window, 
meaning for this case approx. 56 km depth. 
With this in mind, we determine statistical errors for the Centroid and Forward methods as a 
parameter of the accuracy of the result. We have used the definition of the error adopted by 
Okubo and Matsunaga (1994): 
 = = >(!?!@),                                                      (11) 
 
where A is the standard deviation of the differences betwen the natural logarithm of the 
power spectrum density and data fitting by the least squares method.  and  represent the 
boundary values of the wavelengths which allowed the '(  estimation. Based on this 
formulation, we determined the error of Spectral Peak method as the difference between the 
CPD by the method with a priori information (crustal thickness) and without the same a priori 
information. 
 
2.4.3 Correlation of the CPD with other geophysical variables 
 
To estimate the CPD, the radial average of the power sp ctrum of the magnetic anomalies is 
used. Therefore, the radial average of the geothermal gradient can be estimated by dividing 
580C by the CPD values. Following the same scheme, we tried to use the Fourier’s law for 
correlating estimations and measurements of heat flow in this region. However, values of 
thermal conductivity related to rock type derived from the geological map of the study area 
(Christopher et al., 2004) introduced significant ucertainties, making that our estimates were 
not comparable with The Global Heat Flow Database of the International Heat Flow 
Commission (IHFC). Thereby, we only compared the geoth rmal gradient observations 
reported by the IHFC with the estimations achieved in this work. 
 
Seismic velocity and gravity field are suitable variables that may constrain the interpretation 
of the CPD anomalies (Changes in the common trend of CPD values) (see Appendix). On 
base to the Global P-wave tomography model proposed by Simmons et al. (2012), we used 
a velocity section (Figure 2.2, profile A-A’) to perform a forward modeling of gravimetric 
and magnetic data. Free Air Anomalies (Bonvalot et al., 2012) and magnetic anomalies 
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(Dyment et al., 2015) have been used to assess the geometry of the Li osphere – 
Asthenosphere Boundary (LAB) and its relationship with the CPD distribution and presented 
results in a conceptual model for the first 80 km depth. An uplifting of the LAB may promote 
small CPD values and vice versa. In this scenario, the crustal geometry was obtained from 
Crustal 1.0 Model (Laske t al., 2013), and the density distribution was defined for the 
asthenosphere (3.35 g/cm3), the lithospheric mantle (2.83-3.20 g/cm3), the crust (2.35-2.90 
g/cm3), and the oceanic water (1.0 g/cm3). Magnetic forward modeling was carry out for 
depths located over the CPD, which used a range of magnetic susceptibilities between 
0.0000627 and 0.1218605 SI units. 
 
2.4.4 Data  
 
The data used in this study come from the World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map-WDMAM 
version 2.0 (Dyment et al., 2015). The WDMAM is an international scientific project 
supported by the IAGA (International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy) and the 
CGMW (Commission for the Geological Map of the World), with the target of compiling 
and processing information of magnetic anomalies avail ble in the world. The main 
advantages for using this map compared with previous versions (Maus et al., 2007; Korhonen 
et al., 2007) are the availability of new datasets and the new procedures for filling the empty 
regions in oceanic areas. A complete description of the construction of this map and its 
datasets is found in Lesur et al. (2016). 
 
This global map shows the variation in the strength of the magnetic field after the Earth's 
dipole field that has been removed (Earth's dipole fie d varies from 35,000 nT at the Equator 
to 70,000 nT at the poles). After removal of the dipole field, the remaining variations in the 
field (few hundreds of nT) are due to changes in the magnetic properties of the crustal rocks. 
The WDMAM version 2.0 is a global 3-arc-minute resoluti n grid of the anomaly of the 
magnetic intensity at an altitude of 5 km above mean sea level. The dataset includes satellite, 
marine, aeromagnetic and ground magnetic surveys (Figure 2.2). A first glance at this map 
in the study region allows detecting several strong easterly trending lineations inside the 
Colombia Basin and north of the Panama offshore, which are contrasting in magnitude and 
direction with anomalies observed in continental areas. 
 
2.5. Results and discussion 
 
2.5.1. Magnetic anomalies 
Anomalies values in the study area range from -421 to 506 nT (Figure 2.2a). High and low-
intensity values occur along the continental areas of Colombia, Panama and north of 
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Nicaragua. In offshore regions, there are linear trends with marked NE-SW orientations, 
which were associated by Christofferson (1973) to a spreading center that supported the 
formation of the Colombia Basin. However, as was mentioned in the Methodology section, 
the assumption for applying the RAPS is based on the use of magnetic signals received from 
a magnetic layer. These signals are assimilated to a random function along x and y. It means 
that anomalies observed in the study zone may contradic  the theory of randomly distributed 
anomalies and would cause artifacts in the CPD estimations. 
 
Using the ArcGis tool, it was measured the wavelengths. Changes in the polarity of the 
magnetic anomalies with wavelengths of 135 km are located in the offshore northern areas, 
contrary to what is seen in SW offshore (Figures 2.2b and 2.2c), where the polarity changes 
have wavelengths of approx. 35 km. In coastal zones, th  polarity changes are more random, 
which favors the method. The magnitude of the onshore magnetic anomalies is lower 
compared to the offshore areas. This contrast of magnetic anomalies has been widely 
documented, and interpreted as response of a contrasti g mineral composition related with 
the concentration of magnetic minerals in both domains (Buddington and Lindsley, 1964; 
Hurt et al., 1995; Lowrie, 2007; Artemieva, 2011). 
 
2.5.2. Curie point depth (CPD) 
 
The CPD values estimated with the Centroid method are in the range from 6.2 km to 55.6 
km, having the greatest depths in coastal regions, mainly in the borders between Nicaragua 
and Honduras, and Nicaragua and Costa Rica. A trend of large values is observed in the 
direction SW-NE, starting from the Andean regions of C lombia to the Maracaibo Lake in 
Venezuela. There is a high value at the Sierra Nevada of Santa Marta. The lower values of 
the CPD are in the coastal regions and the offshore. Th  minimum value is in the north of 
Colombia and Venezuela. In general terms, CPD values ar  decreasing in areas away from 
the coast (Figure 2.5). Errors estimated are ranging between 1.0 km and 4.3 km, with the 
highest values located in the same place of the larg st CPD anomalies. 
 
Estimations of CPD based on the Forward Modeling method include values ranging between 
6.2 km and 55.6 km. The same trends of Centroid and Spectral Peak methods are in inland 
areas. Discrepancies were observed mainly in offshore areas when we compare the three 
methods. Contrasting results are along the Hess escarpment and the western of the Beata 
Ridge (Figure 2.6). Despite that, distribution of CPD values along the three methods highlight 
a W-E lineament in Central Nicaragua that connect the Blue volcano and extends toward the 
seismically active Providencia Throat. 
CPD values estimated with the Spectral Peak method are in the range from 12.4 km to 55.3 
km. Except a low-value anomaly located in the north-central area (north Colombia Basin), 
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results of this method suggest the similar characte of the Centroid method (Figure 2.7). Error 
distribution of this approach suggests significant u certainties, mainly located in offshore 
areas (Colombia Basin, Panama Basin, and Venezuela Basin).  
 
 
Figure 2.5. Curie Point Depth (CPD) map of the study zone obtained by the Centroid method. a) Distribution 
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Figure 2.6. Curie Point Depth (CPD) map of the study zone obtained by the Forward Modeling method. a) 
Distribution of CPD anomalies. b) Distribution of error estimates. 
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Figure 2.7. Curie Point Depth (CPD) map of the study zone obtained by the Spectral Peak method. a) 
Distribution of CPD anomalies. b) Distribution of error estimates. 
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Figure 2.8a presents a map with geothermal gradient observations reported by the IHFC 
(2012), which is compared with geothermal estimations (Figures 2.8b-d) derived from the 
CPD maps presented in this work (Figures 2.5-7). Although the IHFC map was built on few 
observations in the study area, there are thermal anom lies that match with our geothermal 
gradient maps. We highlight a strong coincidence of the thermal structure in the northern 
area of the Colombia Basin and Cocos Ridge, as well as some regions of Nicaragua Rise and 
continental zones of Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama and Colombia. We did not find matches 
related to the anomaly that is located in the north f the Maracaibo Lake, an area with only 
one observation in the IHFC database (see Figures 2.8a-d), which may be associated with the 
high values of geothermal gradient identified in the Venezuela Basin and the Beata Ridge. 
These appreciations are agreeing with the results of Arnaiz-Rodríguez and Orihuela (2013), 
and Vargas et al. (2015), who presented estimations of the CPD in Venezuela, the Eastern 
Caribbean and Colombia, with a previous WDMAM databse (Maus et al., 2010), but with 
similar results. In any case, this approach cannot be used to quantify geothermal gradient 
values at a specific point. 
 
If we accept this comparative analysis like a regional approach for highlight anomalies 
(changes in the common trend of geothermal gradients), then we can use an edge detection 
filter (Sobel) for inferring thermal provinces in the study area (Figure 2.8e). Terrains were 
defined on the base of the average of the three geothermal maps estimated in this study. Five 
prominent thermal provinces were detected in the SW Caribbean basin: (A) Comprising 
Venezuela basin, Beata Ridge and Colombia basin up to longitude parallel to the Providencia 
Throat; (B) Including zones at the north of the Cocos Ridge and Panama basin up to the 
trench area; (C) Involving the orogenic region of the northern Andes, including the Santa 
Marta Massif. (D) Encompassing continental areas of Nicaragua, northern Costa Rica and 
eastern of Honduras. (E) Corresponds to areas of the northern Venezuela and Colombia, NW 
of Colombia, the Panamanian territory and the transitio  zones between the Upper and Lower 
Nicaragua Rise. 
 
Province A (Figure 2.8) includes a noticeable anomaly at the east of this area, highlighted by 
the dashed black line, and associated to a magnetic high anomaly (Figure 2.2). Though it 
could be related to an artifact included in the WDMA  dataset, we do not discard a local 
magnetic enrichment of the oceanic crust and/or a thermal perturbation associated with the 
prolific  
petroleum system of the northern Maracaibo basin (Escalona and Mann, 2006; Mann et al., 
2006). Not patterns were observed that relate the age of the plate with the CPD estimations, 
at least in this province. 
 
The Province B corresponds to the hotter of the study area. It matches with the young Cocos 
Plate (23-10 Ma, Barckhausen et al., 2001) and the prominent crustal anomaly in the Cocos 
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Ridge (approx. 14 Ma).  High geothermal gradients i the SW of the study area, also may 
reflect the magmatic activity in the Cocos Ridge (Figure 2.8). 
 
 
Figure 2.8. a) Geothermal Gradient Map of the study zone obtained from IHFC (2012). b) Geothermal 
Gradient map derived from the Centroid method. c) Geothermal Gradient Map arose from the Forward method. 
d) Geothermal Gradient Map estimated from the Spectral Peak. e) Geothermal Gradient provinces based on 
the estimation of the CPD average by using the three m thods and the respective division by 580 °C. Red lin s 
highlight the most prominent provinces. Dashed black lines correspond to sub-provinces inside the provinces 
A, C and D. 
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Province C involves two sub-provinces: the first one associated with the orogenic system of 
00the northern Andes and is related to deeper magnetic sources. The second one is probably 
related to an intermediate to the deeper magnetic source (South American shield?). Crustal 
thickness in this broad region of Colombia and Venezuela is ranging between 40 and 50 km 
(Poveda et al., 2015). In this region, the CPD is deeper that surrounding areas (e.g. Provinces 
A, B, and E) and consequently a low Geothermal Gradient makes sense (around 12-20 
°C/km). Something similar happens in Nicaragua, northern Costa Rica and eastern Honduras. 
The two sub-provinces are separated by a surficial magnetic source aligned W-E, passing 
along the Blue volcano and continuing up to the Providencia Throat (Figures 2.1 and 2.8). 
This prominent feature suggests the presence of a nt reported crustal structure that may be 
related with a sliver of the Caribbean-Colombian Oceanic Plateau, accreted inside the Chortis 
block (see e.g. Wright and Wyld, 2011). Nowadays, the intraplate seismicity in this zone may 
suggest a kinematic coupling of this structure with the Providencia Throat and the Pedro 
Bank Fault Zone. Finally, the Province E may reflect a medium-thick crustal structure with 
medium-depth magnetic sources (Figures 2.1 and 2.8). 
 
For determining the relationship between CPD with seismic velocities and gravity anomalies 
in the area, we constructed the profile A-A’ that is shown in Figure 2.2. In this profile (Figure 
2.9) is observed the structure of seismic velocity (positive anomalies) up to 80 km depth, and 
the CPD data obtained by the three methods (Figure 2.9a). In the same profile, we used Free 
Air anomalies and magnetic data for conducting a forward modeling of the density and 
magnetic susceptibility structures (Figures 2.9b, c).  In this analysis we found the following 
features: 
 
The deeper values of CPD are located in the continental part of Central America, and these 
are becoming shallower toward SE, south of the Upper Nicaragua Rise, achieving the most 
superficial values in the East of the Hess Escarpment and the NW sector of the Colombia 
Basin. These shallow values of the CPD correlate wih high values of gravity and magnetic 
anomalies at the same area. In the Colombia Basin, the CPD deepens and is related to 
gravimetric and magnetic lows, which may be the product of the sediment load of the basin. 
Towards the Colombian continental margin, the CPD continues to deepen because of the 
continental sedimentary basins. Low gravity anomalies n the zone corroborate this 
observation. Finally, to the east of the profile, there are high gravimetric anomalies, and also 
low magnetic anomalies that may be related to a deepening of the CPD, at least for the 
methods of Peak and Centroid. 
The CPD and the seismic velocity are directly related (deeper CPD are consistent with high 
seismic velocity, and vice versa); this observation was expected from the analysis of the 
equation a1 of the Appendix. 
Similarly, the CPD and density are also related (deeper CPD are consistent with high-density 
values); this observation was expected from the analysis of the equation a1 of the Appendix. 
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An uprising of the lithosphere and asthenosphere boundary (LAB)  have a direct relationship 
with the lifting of the CPD calculated by the three m thods, something expected from the 
analysis presented in the Appendix. 
The added value of Figure 2.9 is to demonstrate that the data obtained from the CPD are 
consistent with other geophysical data. 
 
2.5.3. Relationship between CPD and the thermal structure 
 
Following the description of the Caribbean plate suggested by James (2007), now we can 
constrain several crustal features based on the thermal terrains proposed in this work: 
 
Low values of CPD in the Venezuela Basin with respect to the higher values in the Colombia 
Basin, suggest that the oceanic crust of the Venezuela basin should have a lesser thickness 
than the crustal of the Colombia Basin. In fact, the evolution of the Caribbean basin supports 
this appreciation (see e.g. Mann, 1999; Diebold et al., 1999). 
 
The BR is not a thermal structure that limits the Colombia and Venezuela basins. 
 
Low values of the geothermal gradient in the continental area of Nicaragua, Colombia and 
Venezuela as well as its prolongation beyond the continental shelf seaward the Caribbean 
basin, suggest a thicker continental crust, which is segmented by several prominent 
structures. 
 
High values of the geothermal gradient in the Pacific region may associate with the younger 
age of the Cocos and the Nazca plates.  
 
The Panama-arc behaves like a continental indenter that pushing eastward and deforms the 




Radial average power spectrum (RAPS) of the magnetic anomalies in the SW Caribbean has allowed 
us to estimate the lateral variations of the CPD. Based on this variations, we can draw the following 
conclusions:  
The three methods used in this work have proven effectiveness for determining the CPD and a 
regional approach to the thermal structure for the study area. The similarity between the geothermal 
gradient data from the database (IHFC, 2012) and the maps presented in this work, allows identifying 
several areas of real coincidence. 
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Figure 2.9. Determination of the relationship between CPD with seismic velocities and gravity anomalies 
in Profile A-A’, presented in Fig. 2.2. a) Seismic velocity structure (Vp), and the CPD estimations presented in 
this work; b) anomalies of gravity and magnetics, observed and calculated on the base of the conceptual 
forward modeling that is shown in c). Errors of least-square fits are presented for both type of data; c) The 
geometry of the forward modeling with the structures of density and magnetic susceptibility. 
 
 
The map of geothermal gradient obtained with the Forward modeling method suggests 
greater similarity with the IHFC version, much better han the heat flow maps obtained by 
the Spectral Peak method and the Centroid method. 
 
Although geothermal gradient measurements are geographically scattered, discrepancies 
between these observations and values estimated in this work suggest that is necessary 
improve the RAPS techniques to get better approaches, near to the observed in the field. 
 
It was discarded compare heat flow measurements with estimations derived from CPD due 
to high uncertainties of the thermal conductivity coefficients in the study area. In addition, 
heat flow observations are very sensitive to surface processes, while the CPD estimations are 
related to a heating process of the lithosphere promoted from the mantle.   
The high uncertainties of the thermal conductivity coefficients do not allow to find the heat 
flow through geothermal gradients. However, geothermal gradients provide important 
information about changes in temperature depending on the depth. The CPD and geothermal 
gradient values based on the three methods were similar n the study zone, which reinforces 
the validity of such data in these areas. Lithospheric f atures of the Caribbean plate based on 
the thermal terrains proposed in this work, constrain some tectonic features. We highlight a 
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new geothermal anomaly probably related with the emplacement of a sliver of the Caribbean 
Oceanic Plateau inside the Chortis block, and its projection along the Blue volcano and 
nowadays seismic activity of the Providencia Throat. We also hypothesize the effect of the 
Panama-arc as an indenter that pushes eastward and deforms the thermal terrain that 
assembles the NW South America (Vargas and Mann, 2013). 
 
The CPD values estimated in this work are in the range from 6.2 km to 55.6 km, having the 
greatest depths in continental regions, and the lowst at the north of Colombia and NW of 
Venezuela. Although the pattern in the distribution of estimated errors is coherent along the 
three methods, the higher errors estimated are found in the Spectral Peak method. In any case, 
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CHAPTER 3:  Curie point depths in northwestern 
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The determination of the Golden Zone is an essential tool in the hydrocarbon industry due to 
it defines the potential areas inside sedimentary basins where is more probable to find 
hydrocarbon deposits with thermal preservation window. In addition to all elements of the 
petroleum system, the concept suggests that hydrocarb n deposits should be located in 
temperature range from 60°C to 120°C. In order to find the depths where these temperatures 
occur inside formations associated to potential hydrocabon deptosits, it is necessary to 
estimate geothermal gradients in the sedimentary basins. 
 
In Colombia there are no previous studies that determine the geothermal gradients based on 
data of magnetic anomalies. Therefore, this chapter rovides new information on the 
identification of the possible presence of the Golden Zone in some sedimentary basins of 
Colombia. To estimate the geothermal gradients, magnetic spectral analysis was used to 
determine the Curie point depths, that are, the depths at which the crustal rocks become 
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3.2 Curie point depths in northwestern South America and the 
southwestern Caribbean Sea 
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We have estimated the Curie Point Depth (CPD) in the northwestern corner of South America 
and the southwestern Caribbean Sea from spectral analysis of magnetic anomalies extracted 
from the World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map. To do this, we performed three different 
spectral methods and chose the model that best fits the geological and geophysical 
characteristics of the study area. Then, we calculated the geothermal gradient from these CPD 
values in order to assess the likelihood of the hydrocarbon “Golden Zone” being present in 
some of Colombia’s sedimentary basins. Similarly, we tried to establish empirical 
relationships between CPD and geothermal gradient. 
 
Our results show that the CPD lies between 12.6 and 74 km. The shallowest depths (<25km) 
are in the offshore Venezuela and Colombia Basins of the Caribbean Sea, the onshore Eastern 
Llanos and Caguan-Putumayo Basins, and southwestern V nezuela. The greatest depths 
(>50km) occur in parts of the Western and Central Cordilleras, Santander Massif, and Middle 
Magdalena, Catatumbo, Barinas-Apure and Vaupes-Amazonas Basins. Based on the results, 
we found a relationship between an unexpected zone of d ep CPD values (40-47 km) in the 
Colombia Basin and the presumable presence of an abnormal thick Caribbean plateau with a 
continental inheritance. On the other hand, the contrasting deep and shallow CPD values in 
the Caribbean support the interpretation of flat subduction of the Caribbean Plate beneath 
South America with a flexural topographic bulge towards the Sinu-San Jacinto and Lower 
Magdalena Basins. Partial erosion of this bulge could have resulted in shallowing of the CPD 
with a consequent increase in geothermal gradient and heat flux. Also, we found a CPD 
shallowing beneath Caguan-Putumayo and Eastern Llanos basins. 
 
Finally, based on the calculated geothermal gradient values in Colombia, we consider that 
the Golden Zone of hydrocarbon occurrence most likely exists in the Choco-Uraba, Eastern 
Cordillera, Guajira-Los Cayos, Eastern Llanos, and Lower Magdalena Basin, while the 
Golden Zone would be absent only in the Vaupes-Amazon s Basin. 
 
Keywords: Curie point depth; magnetic anomalies spectral analysis; geothermal gradient; 
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The Curie Point (CP) is the temperature at which material loses its ability to acquire 
permanent magnetism (Arnaiz-Rodríguez and Orihuela, 2013). Therefore, the Curie Point 
Depth (CPD) is the depth at which upper lithospheric rocks in the lower crust, and in some 
cases the upper mantle, reach their CP (Arnaiz-Rodríguez and Orihuela, 2013). According to 
Turcotte and Schubert (2002), it is well established that the CP ranges between 550C and 
580C in the upper lithosphere. The CPD is quite variable, depending on the geothermal 
gradient and heat flux of a specific region (Wasilewski et al., 1979; Wasilewski and Mayhew, 
1992). For that reason, lateral variations at the bottom of the magnetic layer (usually 
interpreted as the CPD isotherm) correlate either with differences in the physical properties 
of the lithosphere, or with variations in the regional geothermal gradient (Shive et al., 1992). 
In volcanic regions or other areas with high heat flux, the CPD isotherm tends to be shallower 
than in surrounding areas less affected by thermal processes (Banerjee et al., 1998; Okubo et 
al., 1989; Stampolidis and Tsokas, 2002). In areas of crustal thinning, the CPD is shallower 
than in surrounding terranes (Dolmaz et al., 2005), whereas in tectonically and isostatically 
stable areas, or those with low heat flux, the CPD isotherm tends to be as deep as the Moho 
(Wasilewski et al., 1979; Wasilewski and Mayhew, 1992), or even deeper (Chiozzi et al., 
2005; Eppelbaum and Pilchin, 2006). In subduction zes, the CPD has been related to the 
boundary between brittle and ductile regimes corresponding to the 600C isotherm (Doser 
and Kanamori, 1986). Furthermore, there is geophysical evidence of magnetism in the lower 
oceanic crust, as well as in the uppermost mantle (Harrison, 1976; Kent et al., 1978; Harrison 
and Carle, 1981; Dunlop and Prevot, 1982). Consequently, some thermal models of the 
oceanic lithosphere postulate that the CPD reaches a d pth of 30 km where the lithosphere is 
as old as 40 Ma (Arkani-Hamed and Strangway, 1986). 
 
It has been shown in recent decades that spectral analysis of airborne and satellite-derived 
magnetic data is effective for estimating depths to the top and the bottom of the magnetic 
layer (Spector and Grant, 1970; Shuey et al., 1977; Connard et al., 1983; Blakely, 1988). In 
this paper, we use information derived from magnetic anomalies to calculate the depth to the 
bottom of the magnetic basement of northwestern South America and the southwestern 
Caribbean basins in the area from -5 S to 16 N, and -66 W to -80 W from three 
different spectral methods. While this type of investigation is not uncommon worldwide, it 
has not yet been applied in the study area. The CPDin Venezuela and the eastern Caribbean 
was estimated by Arnaiz-Rodríguez and Orihuela (2013), but this type of study does not exist 
for onshore and offshore Colombia. 
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The results presented in this article may advance our understanding of the magnetic 
basement, as it relates to the geodynamic evolution of northwestern South America, and of 
the thermal state and hydrocarbon potential of the area’s sedimentary basins. Finally, we 
estimate geothermal gradients from the CPD and compare them to published geothermal data 
in order to establish empirical relationships and refine the CPD-derived values of these two 
variables. 
 
3.3 Geologic and tectonic setting of the study area 
 
The study area includes the entirety of onshore Colombia and much of the adjacent offshore 
area (mainly the Colombia Basin), western Venezuela, northern Ecuador and Peru, 
northwestern Brazil and eastern Panama (Figure 3.1). The tectonic framework is complex 
due to a history of strike-slip faulting, compression, thrusting, lithospheric flexure at different 
scales and type-B subduction (Taboada et al., 2000; Audemard and Audemard, 2002; 
Trenkamp et al., 2002; Vargas and Mann, 2013) as a consequence of the convergence of three 
major tectonic plates: South America, Nazca and the Caribbean (Figure 3.1). The oceanic 
Nazca Plate is undergoing subduction at an average rate of 54 mm/yr beneath continental 
South America that has been moving westward from Cretaceous time due to Atlantic seafloor 
spreading (Trenkamp et al., 2002). In contrast, the interaction between the South American 
and Caribbean Plates is much more complex, and has been the subject of heated debate for 
the last several years. Some authors have argued that the Caribbean Plate is subducting under 
the South American Plate at a very low angle (e.g. Taboada et al., 2000), while other authors 
have proposed that forced overthrusting (obduction) results from the interaction between 
these two plates (e.g. Cediel et al., 2003). Recently, Vargas and Mann (2013) have suggested 
that the Caribbean Plate undergoes low-angle subduction in northwestern South America and 
a lithospheric tear zone exists where the Panama Arc collides with northwestern Colombia. 
According to seismic wave velocities, densities andcrustal thickness, the Caribbean Plate 
has been considered as an oceanic plate, without an associated mid-ocean ridge (Officer et 
al., 1959; Edgar et al., 1971; Houtz and Ludwig, 1977). 
Regarding its thermal conditions, Epp et al. (1970) describe the eastern Caribbean as stable 
oceanic crust with a mean heat flux of ~56.25 mW/m2, similar to the average value (56 
mW/m2) for the world’s oceanic basins (Langseth andVon Herzen, 1970). Two high heat 
flux anomalies have been reported in this zone: one associated with the Lesser Antilles Arc 
with a value of 186.67 mW/m2, and the other at the Av s Ridge with a value of 219.67 
mW/m2 (Clark et al., 1978). There are also high thermal anomalies of about 157.08 mW/m2 
in the onshore eastern Venezuela Basin that are interpreted to be the expression of crustal 
thinning or ocean-continent subduction (Fernández, 2004; Hernández, 2006). 
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Figure 3.1 Major tectonic and geomorphologic features of northwestern South America. The yellow dashed 
box outlines the study area. White arrows show the relative direction and displacement rate of the major 
tectonic plates. Black lines correspond to the surface expression of some regional faults and limits between 
major plates. BR: Baudo Range; WC: Western Cordillera; CC: Central Cordillera; EC: Eastern Cordillera; 
SM: Santander Massif; SNSM: Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta; MB: Maracaibo Basin; MA: Merida Andes; 
PR: Perija Range; ChH: Chiribiquete Hills; AH: Ararcuara Hills; TH: Tunahi Hills; CH: Caranacoa Hills; 
NH: Naquen Hills; GH: Guayana Hills; RF: RomTablas 2eral Fault; UF: Uramita Fault; GF: Guaicaramo 
Fault; SMBF: Santa Marta-Bucaramanga Fault; OF: Oca Fault; BF: Bocono Fault. Bathymetry and 
topography are from ETOPO1 Global Relief Model (Amante and Eakins, 2009). 
 
Heat flux data are scarce in Colombia. In the northwestern sector near the Panama border 
values from 27.50 to 29.17 mW/m2 are reported associated with geothermal gradient values 
between 17.1C and 18.3C/km (Sass et al., 1974). According to the Geothermal Gradient 
Map of Colombia of Vargas et al. (2009), the highest values for the onshore sector of the 
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study area are present in the Eastern Cordillera between 5 N and 6 N (30C to 
43C/km); in the Catatumbo basin and southern Cesar-Rancheria Basin (between 25C to 
36C/km), in the Caribbean region between the city of Cartagena and the Gulf of 
Morrosquillo (22C to 33C/km); in the northwestern Eastern Llanos basin (co-existing 
values between 30Cand 50C/km); and to the southwest near the Ecuador border (25C 
to 38C/km). The offshore continental shelf shows maximum values of 24C to 26C/km 
in the Gulf of Uraba, while the remaining area has a geothermal gradient of less than 






The magnetic data used in this study come from the World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map-
WDMAM (Korhonen et al., 2007; Maus et al., 2007), which is based on the EMAG3 grid of 
the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC, 2013). The WDMAM is a global 3-arc-
minute resolution grid of the magnetic intensity anomaly at 5 km elevation above the WGS84 
reference ellipsoid. It was compiled from satellite, marine, aeromagnetic and ground 
magnetic surveys carried out over the last 60 years. According to Maus et al. (2007), some 
areas were covered by several compilations where low r quality grids were discarded, if it 
was known that there were overlapping parts having superior resolution or accuracy. This is 
the case of the 15-arc-minute GETECH data set of South America (and our study zone), 
which is partly covered by various smaller 5 km resolution grids. Since global coverage is 
incomplete, the WDMAM includes interpolated values in ectors with no magnetic anomaly 
data, including part of the study area (Figure 3.3). On the other hand, in this model the longer 
wavelength component was derived from CHAMP satellite data, which has sufficient 
information to resolve anomalies with wavelengths of up to 333 km (Maus et al., 2007) 
(Figure 3.3). 
 
The controlled geothermal gradient data were extracted from direct observations taken from 
the Geothermal Gradient Map of Colombia (Vargas et al., 2009). According to these authors, 
the map was constructed with 4400 direct observations of Bottom Hole Temperature (BHT), 
corrected for the thermal effects of drilling fluid circulation and surface temperature 
variations. The wells were analyzed over seven depth intervals (500-1000 m, 1000-2000 m, 
2000-3000 m, 3000-4000 m, 4000-5000 m, 5000-6000 m and >6000 m), applying 
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Figure 3.2 Preliminary Geothermal Gradient Map of Colombia. Modified from Vargas et al. (2009). 
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Figure 3.3 Magnetic anomaly map of the study area from WDMAM data. The continuous black lines 
correspond to the regional profiles shown in Figure 3.7. Dashed polygons indicate sectors where WDMAM 
values were obtained by interpolation. HE: Hess Escarpment; BR: Beata Ridge; CB: Colombia Basin; VB: 
Venezuela Basin; UG: Uraba Gulf; SR: Sandra Ridge; SNSM: Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta; GP: Guajira 
Peninsula; PP: Paraguana Peninsula; GS: Guyana Shield; BAB: Barinas-Apure Basin; LB: Llanos Basin; MB: 
Maracaibo Basin; CTB; Catatumbo Basin; UMB: Upper Magdalena Basin; MA: Merida Andes; WC: Western 
Cordillera; CC: Central Cordillera; EC: Eastern Cordillera; Pn: Panama; Ed: Ecuador; Pr: Peru; Bz: Brazil; 
Vz: Venezuela. Bathymetry and topography are from the ETOPO1 Global Relief Model (Amante and Eakins, 
2009). 
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3.3.1.2 Curie point depth (CPD) estimation 
 
Generally, two types of methods have been used in the estimation of the depth to the bottom 
of the magnetic sources from spectral analysis (Ravat et al., 2007): the spectral peak method 
described by Spector and Grant (1970), and the centroid method introduced by Bhattacharyya 
and Leu (1977), and later modified by Okubo et al. (1985) and Tanaka et al. (1999). 
 
In this study we tried three different methods in order to better constrain and validate the 
results presented, and chose between them the model or  consistent with geological and 
geophysical data available for the study area. The CPD is detectable due to the effect of the 
upper part of the magnetic source, which predominates over the signal from the bottom of 
the source. Magnetic anomalies at the bottom of the magnetic source have longer 
wavelengths than those at the top. Assuming that the magnetic layer extends infinitely in all 
horizontal directions, the depth to the bottom is small when compared to the horizontal scale 
of the magnetic source, and the magnetization (, 
) may be assumed to be a random 
function of  and 
. Blakely (1995) introduced the concept of power spectrum density of the 
magnetic anomalies , as: 
  ,  =   , .  ,                (1) 
  ,  = 4|| |!|"# . 1 −  |!|("%"#)  (2) 
 
where   is the power spectrum density of magnetization, and  and   are the wave 
numbers along the coordinates  and 
, respectively.  is the proportionality constant,  
and  are factors of the direction of magnetization and the direction of the geomagnetic 
field, respectively. This equation can be simplified by noting that all terms are radially 
symmetrical. If (, 
) is completely random and uncorrelated,  ,  is a constant. 
Therefore, the radial average of  is: 
 (||) = & |!|"# . 1 −  |!|("%"#)    (3) 
 
where & is a constant, '( is the CPD, and ') is the depth to the top of the magnetic source. 
 
3.3.1.2.1 The centroid method 
 
The method for determination of the centroid of rectangular parallelepiped sources was 
developed by Bhattacharyya and Leu (1977). In this method, used also by Okubo et al. (1985) 
and Tanaka et al. (1999), the depth to the centroid is calculated from the slope of an 
azimuthally averaged frequency-scaled Fourier spectrum in the low wavenumber region and 
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the depth to the top is obtained from the slope of azimuthally averaged Fourier spectrum 
(Figures 3.4a and 3.4b). 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Examples of the three spectral methods used to estimate the CPD. a) and b) correspond to the 
centroid method and show the power spectrum for a subregion of the study zone and the linear fit to estimate 
ZT and ZO. P and Q represent the best fit lines for the near and far field slopes of the magnetic source, where 
the respective slopes correspond to ZT and ZO values. c) The spectral peak method where the observed spectral 
peak position is a function of ZT and ZC. d) The forward modeling method showing the Fourier spectrum 
(continuous line) and the modeled spectrum (dot line). 
 
For wavelengths of less than about twice the thickness of the magnetic source, the equation 
(3) becomes: 
 *+,||/. = *+(/) − ||')    (4) 
 
where / is a constant. Thereby, ') can be estimated from the slope of azimuthally averag d 
power spectrum of the magnetic anomalies, as shown in Figure 3.4a. Otherwise, equation (2) 
can be written as: 
 ||/ =  |!|"0, |!|("#"0) −  |!|("%"0).  (5) 
 
where  is a constant and '1 is the centroid of the magnetic source. With long wavelengths, 
the previous equation becomes: 
 ||/ =  |!|"0, |!|("#"0) −  |!|("%"0). ≈  |!|"02||4  (6) 
 
where 24 is the thickness of the magnetic layer. From equation (6) is obtained: 
 *+,||//||. = *+(5) − ||'1    (7) 
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where 5 is a constant. The depth to the centroid of the magnetic source can be estimated 
from the slope of an azimuthally averaged frequency-scaled power spectrum in the low 
wavenumber region (Figure 3.4b). 
 
Finally, the depth to the bottom of the magnetic layer (or CPD) can be obtained from the 
expression: 
 '( =  2'1 − ')     (8) 
 
Estimation of the CPD by this method has limitations which are extensively discussed by 
Blakely (1995), Ross et al. (2004), and Ravat et al. (2007). In this paper, we consider at least 
two of the limitations that could introduce errors into the calculations. First, deep magnetic 
sources have long wavelengths and low amplitudes that make them difficult to distinguish 
with respect to anomalies caused by surface sources. The size of the analyzed subregion 
(window size) must be large enough to capture these long wavelengths, which forces 
compensation between accurate determination of '(  within each subregion and the 
resolution of small changes in the '( of adjacent subregions. Secondly, subtle discontinuities 
may occur along the boundaries of the survey due to r gional removal of the magnetic field 
and the quality of data acquisition. These discontinuities may contribute long wavelength 
noise and can contaminate the signal due to deep magnetic sources. 
 
The statistical error of linearization of the power spectrum can be defined as a parameter of 
the accuracy of the result. In this work we used the definition of the error adopted by Okubo 
and Matsunaga (1994): 
 =(%) = >C(D?D@) × 100     (9) 
 
where A is the standard deviation of the differences betwen the natural logarithm of the 
power spectrum density and linearization by the least squares method, and 1/F and 1/F 
represent the boundary values of the wavelengths which allow the '( estimation. 
 
 
3.3.1.2.2 The spectral peak method 
 
Using the azimuthally averaged power spectrum of the magnetic anomalies (equation 3), it 
is observed that the position of the wavenumber where the maximum peak is located can be 
related to ')  and '(  (Figure 3.4c) by the following equation (9) (Connard et al., 1983; 
Blakely, 1985): 
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 678! =  GH("I)GH("J)"I"J      (10) 
 
This equation is solved by trial and error. According to Ravat et al. (2007), the main limitation 
of this method is related to the fact that the spectral peak is not always observed, and that in 
other cases the peak may be uncertain in terms of it position on the abscissa. 
 
3.3.1.2.3 Forward modeling of the spectral peak 
 
This method uses least squares to fit the right side of equation (11) with the square root of 
the azimuthally averaged power spectrum of the magnetic anomalies (Ravat, 2004; Finn and 
Ravat, 2004; Ross et al., 2004). 
 ||/ = , |!|("#) −  |!|("%).   (11) 
 
where  is a constant which consists of non-depth-dependent terms, and can be adjusted 
moving the modelled curve up or down to fit the observed peak (Figure 3.4d). Here, both ') 
and '( are given with a range of possible solutions which are iteratively adjusted to find the 
minimum error between the modeled and observed spectra. 
 
In order to estimate the CPD, the study area was divided into a number of square windows 
such to satisfy the dimensional criterion of 4 to 6 times the target depth, as suggested by 
Okubo et al. (1985). Since the database of magnetic anomalies has a resolution of 5.6 km, 
we performed the three methods described above with different windowing, seeking to 
establish the best response to the aforementioned procedure. The window sizes were: 250 km 
x 250 km, 300 km x 300 km, and 380 km x 380 km. Analysis of the power spectrum in each 
window allowed us to calculate the depth to the bottom of the magnetic source; that is, the 
CPD. This procedure was repeated by moving the window across the available data of the 
study area in steps of 5.6 km. Figure 3.5 shows that the nine CPD maps obtained by means 
of the three methods with their respective windowing exhibit contrasting ranges in the CPD 
values. With the centroid method we obtained minimum depths between 6.9 and 13.0 km, 
and maximum depths ranging between 60.7 and 88.9 km; the spectral peak method estimated 
values between 19.0 and 33.9 km, and 111.6 and 111.7 km for the minimum and maximum 
depths respectively; and the forward modeling method calculated minimum depths varying 
between 9.7 and 16.0, and maximum depths ranging between 90.4 and 91.3 km. It is also can 
be noted that the centroid and peak methods are the most sensitive to window size, while the 
forward modeling method is more stable with the windowing used. From the maps obtained 
we evaluated which of them is more consistent and is closer to the geological setting of the 
study area. We find the map estimated by means of the centroid method with a window size 
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of 300 x 300 km as the model that best meets these conditions. In the next section we will 





Figure 3.5 CPD maps obtained by means of the application of the centroid, forward modeling and spectral 







3.3.2.1 Magnetic anomalies 
 
WDMAM data allow the identification of several magnetic anomalies in the study area. 
Anomaly values range from -550.7 nT to 216.2 nT (Figure 3.3). Positive and negative NE-
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SW and E-W-trending anomalies are present in the offsh re area. In the northwestern corner 
of the zone, a 25 km-wide NE-SW oriented positive anomaly occurs that is clearly related to 
the Hess Escarpment, which is a major geomorphic featur  that separates the Lower 
Nicaraguan Rise to the north from the Colombia Basin to the south. There is a negative 
anomaly east of the Hess Escarpment with a maximum width of 65 km that correlates with 
the NE-SW oriented Beata Ridge between the Venezuela and Colombia Basins. Several 
smaller NE-SW and NW-SE trending negative and positive anomalies (between 20 and 55 
km wide) are observed in the central part of the Venezuela basin and east of the Beata Ridge 
(Figure 3.3). A set of E-W elongated positive and negative magnetic anomalies occur in the 
Colombia basin with widths ranging from 50 to 90 km. These trends clearly differ from those 
on the western edge of the study area (up to -74 W), and are probably associated with a 
major geologic structure. Christofferson (1973) relat s these linear magnetic anomalies to 
uniformly magnetized crustal structures, but with large variations in their depth. A large 
negative anomaly in the North Panama Deformed Belt follows the trend of the deformed belt 
and continues towards onshore Colombia through the Gulf of Uraba to about 7 N (Figure 
3.3). There is a set of positive and negative anomalies in the Pacific Ocean south of Panama 
associated with the E-W trending Sandra Ridge fractu e system. 
 
In the onshore portion of the study zone, positive anomalies with the highest values extend 
in a NW-SE elongated trend from the Panama border to about 5.5 N, south of the Sierra 
Nevada de Santa Marta in a circular trend with a radius of ~30 km, and as small isolated 
patches in the Eastern Cordillera and Eastern Llanos Basin (Figure 3.3). The presence of a 
~470 km long and ~75 km wide positive NW-SE trending a omaly is highlighted by the 
boundary between the Vaupes-Amazonas and Eastern Llanos Basins. The largest negative 
anomalies trend NW-SE in the southeastern Gulf of Uraba, and in a NE-SW-oriented trend 
up to 100 km wide in the Eastern Llanos Basin along the foothills of the Eastern Cordillera 
extending toward the Barinas-Apure Basin in Venezuela. An E-W-oriented negative anomaly 
runs from the Upper Magdalena Basin into the central part of the Eastern Llanos Basin, and 
another trends NW-SE through the Caguan-Putumayo and V upes-Amazonas Basins (Figure 
3.3). 
 
3.3.2.2 Curie point depth (CPD) 
 
The CPD map of the study zone obtained from spectral analysis of the magnetic data (using 
the centroid method with a 300 x 300 km window size) s shown in Figure 3.6, with CPD 
values varying between 12.6 and 74 km. The lowest values (<25km) are in the northernmost 
part of the study area corresponding to much of the Venezuela and Colombia Basins of the 
Caribbean Plate. Further inland, a notable SW-NE elongated trend occurs in the Caguan-
Putumayo and Eastern Llanos Basins, extending out of the study zone through western 
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Venezuela. This CPD shallowing could be a consequence of the asthenosphere rising due to 
the subduction of the Caribbean plate beneath South America (Figure 3.6). 
Intermediate values (between 25 and 50 km) occur primarily in the Colombian and 
Venezuelan Caribbean region, including their proximal offshore areas. In this sector, between 
9º and 12.5º N and from -73º W to the west out of our study zone, there is a remarkable 
anomaly with CPD values between 40 and 47 km that could be related to the presence in this 
area of the Caribbean plateau thickened crust which is believed to be underpinned by an 
extended continental crust (James, 2007). Also, several N-S oriented trends are present in the 
Pacific region from the Colombia-Ecuador border up to northern Panama. In the south, these 
values occupy much of the Eastern Llanos, Caguan-Putumayo and Vaupes-Amazonas 
Basins, extending towards the Ecuador-Peru border, Venezuela and Brazil (Figure 3.6). 
 
The highest values (>50 km) occur as two NE-SW oriented trends in the central and eastern 
parts of the study area. The first extends from the northern sector of the Western and Central 
Cordilleras, through the Middle Magdalena Basin, Santander Massif and Catatumbo Basin 
into the southern Maracaibo Basin. The second parallels the eastern foothills of the Eastern 
Cordillera and continues into Venezuela through the Barinas-Apure Basin and Guyana 
Shield. In the Pacific region, from 4 N to -1.5 S, there are values suggesting a N-S trend 
that probably turns E-W as it continues westward into Ecuador. A wide, probable E-W trend 
occurs in the southernmost Vaupes-Amazonas Basin, northeastern Brazil, Northern Peru and 
southern Ecuador (Figure 3.6). 
 
3.3.2.3 Relationship between the CPD and other geophysical observations 
 
We constructed five regional profiles through the study area in order to establish the 
relationship between the CPD and other geophysical observations, such as magnetic 
anomalies, calculated geothermal gradients (obtained by dividing 580C by the CPD 
values), topography and seismicity (Figure 3.7). The added value of Figure 3.7 is to 
demonstrate that the data obtained from the CPD data are consistent with other geophysical 
data. Hypocentral solutions used in this work were calculated by the National Seismological 
Network of Colombia between June, 1993 and April, 2013 (2.0 ≤ ML< 6.5; RMS ≤ 1.0 s). 
When certain hypocentral solutions do not converge to a threshold depth error, the system 
allocates them with fixed depths. These events are obs rved mainly aligned to the depth of 
the Moho discontinuity, which for the 1D velocity model used by this seismic network is 32 
km. We do not filter these events to assess their abundance along sections evaluated. 
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Figure 3.6 Curie Point Depth (CPD) map of the study zone obtained from the spectral analysis of magnetic 
anomalies. CB: Colombia Basin; VB: Venezuela Basin; UG: Uraba Gulf; SNSM: Sierra Nevada de Santa 
Marta; GP: Guajira Peninsula; GS: Guyana Shield; BA: Barinas-Apure Basin; LB: Llanos Basin; MB: 
Maracaibo Basin; CTB; Catatumbo Basin; MMB: Middle Magdalena Basin; CPB: Caguan-Putumayo Basin; 
VAB: Vaupes-Amazonas Basin; SM: Santander Massif; WC: estern Cordillera; CC: Central Cordillera; EC: 
Eastern Cordillera; Pn: Panama; Ed: Ecuador; Pr: Peru; Bz: Brazil; Vz: Venezuela. 
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Figure 3.7  Analysis of five regional profiles through the study area to establish the relationship between the 
CPD and other geophysical observations, such as magnetic anomalies, calculated geothermal gradients, 
topography and seismicity. a) Profile 1; b) Profile 2; c) Profile 3; d) Profile 4; e) Profile 5. Seismicity data was 
obtained from the National Seismologic Network of Clombia. The concentration of events at a depth of 32 km 
corresponds to a default value assigned by the network for earthquakes of unknown depth. See Figure 3.3 and 
inset maps for profile locations. BD: Baudo Range; CB: Choco Basin; WC: Western Cordillera; CV: Cauca 
Valley; CC: Central Cordillera; MV: Magdalena Valley; EC: Eastern Cordillera; LB: Llanos Basin; SSJB: 
Sinu-San Jacinto Basin; SLR: San Lucas Range; SJR: an Jacinto Range; PR: Perija Range; CRB: Cesar-
Rancheria Basin; SNSM: Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta; BAB: Barinas-Apure Basin; MR: Merida Range; 
CPB: Caguan-Putumayo Basin; VAB: Vaupes-Amazonas Basin. 
 
Negatively correlated behavior is clearly observed in the magnetic anomaly trends and 
calculated geothermal gradients. Seismicity is important in the proximal sector of the 
subduction zone and under the Andes Mountains, and is greatly reduced towards the basins 
to the east. It is evident that there is little or no seismicity in the areas with the highest 
geothermal gradients and shallower CPD’s. Brittle-ductile transition depths are not clear to 
see along the profiles, probably due to geologic and compositional assemblage of this 
convergent margin. Only Profile 5 suggests that most of eismicity is located above the CPD. 
Assuming the brittle-ductile transition temperature is <500°C (Dragoni, 1993; Smith et al., 
2009), we infer that subduction structure may deflect CPD when it approach to the trench 
(e.g. see Profile 1), but this trend is not clear in all profiles. 
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3.3.2.3.1 Profile 1 (Figure 3.7a) 
 
On this profile, the CPD exhibits its greatest depth under the western foothills of the Western 
Cordillera. The CPD starts to shallow beneath the Central Cordillera, reaching its minimum 
depth below the Vaupes-Amazonas Basin where staying rou hly constant eastward. The 
shallower CPD is related to a thermal anomaly represented by an increasing geothermal 
gradient starting in the Central Cordillera and reaching a maximum below near the boundary 
between Caguan-Putumayo and Vaupes-Amazonas basins. The occurrence of earthquakes is 
restricted under the Andean orogen and is associated with subduction of the Nazca Plate 
beneath South America. 
 
3.3.2.3.2 Profile 2 (Figure 3.7b) 
 
On this profile, the CPD and topography demonstrate contrasting behavior; the CPD 
deepening under the Andes (Western and Eastern Cordilleras) and shallowing beneath the 
Eastern Llanos Basin. Similarly, seismicity is resticted to the mountainous area. Hypocentral 
solutions allow differentiation of the Nazca and Caribbean Plates that area subducting 
beneath South America. On the other hand, thermal instability represented by a significant 
increase in geothermal gradient and shallowing of the CPD is present in the Eastern Llanos 
Basin. 
 
3.3.2.3.3 Profile 3 (Figure 3.7c) 
 
On this profile, the inverse relationship between the magnetic anomalies and the calculated 
geothermal gradient becomes more evident. The CPD displays a bulge between -76.5 W 
and -74 W, probably due to subduction of the Caribbean Plate beneath South America, with 
relief in the San Jacinto Range possibly representing the remaining topographic expression 
of the associated flexural bulge. Some scattered seismic events have been recorded in the 
proximal sector of the collision zone between the two plates represented by the Sinu-San 
Jacinto Deformed Belt. 
 
3.3.2.3.4 Profile 4 (Figure 3.7d) 
 
A significant thermal anomaly represented by a large increase in geothermal gradient and a 
shallower CPD is evident on this profile starting at 12° N offshore from the Sierra Nevada 
de Santa Marta. The zones with the deepest CPDs are under the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta 
and the Eastern Cordillera. Seismicity is restricted to the onshore region where hypocenter 
distribution suggests that the Caribbean slab extends beneath the continental lithosphere. 
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3.3.2.3.5 Profile 5 (Figure 3.7e) 
 
The deepest and shallowest CPDs on profile 5 occur, respectively, under the Barinas-Apure 
Basin and northern foothills of the Merida Andes. The latter are related to thermal instability 
due to an increasing geothermal gradient starting at 11 N. Seismicity is rare in the Barinas-




3.3.3.1 Observations and empirical relationships between the CPD and geothermal gradient  
 
Regarding the method employed, the radial power spectrum from WDMAM data showed 
maximum values associated with  high wavelengths (~353 km) suggesting that the size of 
the window used (300 km x 300 km) is large enough to detect the base of the magnetic source 
at depths between ~50 and ~80 km. Generally, within the s udy area the depth to the magnetic 
source may vary between 12 and 74 km. 
 
Estimates used in this study for NW Venezuela and NE Colombia are similar to values and 
trends reported by Arnaiz-Rodríguez and Orihuela (2013). Based on this regional calibration, 
the deeper values follow NE trends from the central E stern Cordillera to the Catatumbo 
Basin in Colombia and into the Maracaibo Basin in Venezuela. A similar trend is seen from 
the Eastern Cordillera into the Barinas-Apure Basin of Venezuela. 
 
Shallow CPD anomalies in northern onshore Colombia are similar to the geothermal gradient 
anomalies (changes in the common trend of values of ge thermal gradients) reported by 
Vargas et al. (2009). This type of match has also been suggested by several worldwide studies 
(Table 3.1). Areas with high geothermal gradients ad high heat flux support the hypothesis 
of a relatively shallow CPD, and vice-versa. 
 
Table 3.1 Relationship between CPD, heat flux and geothermal gradient in different regions of the world. 

















16-123 11-94 10-35 Al-Zoubi (1992) 
Great Valley, 
USA 
Convergent 25-55  36-250 Bouligand et al. (2009) 
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Azerbaijan Convergent 33-104 20-43 18-42 Pilchin (1983) 
Basin and Range 
Province, USA 
Convergent 35-105 25-45 22 Blackwell (1971) 
Eastern USA Intraplate 35-63 15-25 37 Blackwell (1971) 





40-104  15-25 Aboud et al. (2011) 
Western Anatolia, 
Turkey 
Convergent 40-140  6-22 Salk et al. (2005) 
Western 
Cascades, USA 
Convergent 40-50  41-63 Bouligand et al. (2009) 
Bulgaria and 
south Romania 
Convergent 43-90  14-35 Trifonova et al. (2009) 
El Barramiya-




44-84  22-44 Abd El Nabi (2012) 
Colorado Plateau, 
USA 
Convergent 60  32 Bouligand et al. (2009) 
Ontario, Canada Intraplate   9-16 
Bhattacharyya and 
Morley (1965) 
Yellowstone, USA Intraplate   4-22 Shuey et al. (1977) 
Quseir, Egypt Divergent   10 Salem et al. (2000) 
Kyushu, Japan Convergent   6.5-15 Okubo et al. (1985) 
Indian 
subcontinent 




Convergent   40-46 




Convergent   20-29 Ibrahim et al. (2005) 
Aegean region, 
Turkey 
Convergent   6-10 Ibrahim et al. (2005) 
Island of Crete, 
Greece 
Convergent   24-28 Tsokas et al. (1998) 
Albania Convergent   17-25.5 
Stampolidis et al. 
(2005) 
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Convergent   18.5-27 Qingqing et al. (2008) 




Convergent   29-40 





Convergent   20-35 





Convergent   17-54 
Arnaiz-Rodríguez and 
Orihuela (2013) 
Central Nigeria Pasive   2-8.4 




Pasive   16-30 Onwuemesi (1997) 
Japanese islands Convergent   11-30 
Tanaka and Ishikawa 
(2005) 
 
Although the error introduced by the method tends to be large (e.g. Okubo et al., 2003; 
Chiozzi et al., 2005), regional trends are consistent. According to Figure 3.8, the CPD 
estimations show an error range between <1% and 7.5%. Most of the study area exhibits error 
values lower than 4.0%, whereas maximum values (>4.5%) are restricted to the eastern, 
northwestern and southern sectors. 
 
Figure 3.9 shows a correlation between the CPD ranges and geothermal gradient values of 
six continental areas in several regions of the world, and the comparison with estimated 
ranges from northwestern South America and the southwestern Caribbean Basin in this study. 
Despite the scatter and range in the data, this trend confirms the hypothesis that high 
geothermal gradients correlate to areas with a shallow CPD. The trend continues when 
incorporating Caribbean Sea observations reported by Pollack et al. (1993). Nevertheless, 
there is an increase in scatter.  
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Figure 3.8 Map of the estimated CPD error as percentages. Maximum errors occur in the south and 
southwestern sectors, while minimum errors are in northern and central Colombia. 
 
Figure 3.9 show the correlations between the CPD ranges with the values of geothermal gradient from different 
continental areas in various regions of the world, and the comparison with the ranges estimated in this study. 
Green circles are observations reported by Pollack et al. (1993) of Geothermal Gradient vs. CPD (Figure 3.9). 
In Figure 3.9 is the correlation between the geothermal gradient and CPD, the correlation coefficient is -0.82 
demonstrating a high inverse proportionality relation. 
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Figure 3.9 Correlation between CPD and geothermal gradients for six continental areas around the world. 
Green circles are observations reported by Pollack et al. (1993). 1: Baja California (Mexico) 2: Jordan, 3: 
Great Valley (USA), 4: Azerbaijan, 5: Basin and Range Province (USA) 6: Eastern USA, 7: Range of values 
obtained in this study for some Colombian basins (see Table 3.2). 
 
Table 3.2 presents a summary of the magnetic anomalies, CPD and geothermal gradient 
values in several sedimentary basins of Colombia and Venezuela. In the case of the 
continental sedimentary basins of Colombia, the absnce of measured heat flux data prevents 
direct comparison with the distribution of CPD values. A comparison between the geothermal 
gradient map derived from oil well data (Vargas et al., 2009) and the map calculated from 
CPD data, assuming a steady state (Figures 3.2 and 3.10), suggests similarities in the regional 
trends. Nevertheless, this should be approached with caution since the CPD can vary laterally 
due to crustal composition, and the broad data ranges compiled from the literature incorporate 
large uncertainties in the empirical relations. The most significant discrepancies supporting 
this explanation are found in the Middle and Lower Magdalena, Sinu-San Jacinto, Catatumbo 
and Eastern Cordillera Basins. 
 
Table 3.2 Synthesis of the magnetic anomalies, CPD and geothermal gradient values in various sedimentary 

















Los Cayos -120.0 98.9 22.6 1.0 21.1 32.6 
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Guajira -88.5 4.9 39.1 1.1 12.3 18.6 
Cesar-
Rancheria 
-62.6 97.5 43.2 1.2 12.8 14.0 
Lower 
Magdalena 
-78.0 35.6 44.6 1.2 11.7 14.5 
Middle 
Magdalena 
-4.7 64.5 48.2 1.5 10.8 13.4 
Upper 
Magdalena 
-58.9 40.1 47.5 1.6 12.6 15.6 
Catatumbo 22.3 38.1 48.3 1.7 13.2 15.1 
Eastern 
Cordillera 
-114.5 74.8 45.9 1.4 10.9 15.1 
Eastern Llanos -96.4 135.2 39.8 2.0 10.3 24.6 
Sinu-San 
Jacinto 
-144.3 53.8 42.8 1.6 11.6 16.1 
Uraba -127.2 7.5 37.2 1.0 14.0 17.4 
Choco -51.5 120.9 39.9 1.6 11.7 19.1 
Choco 
Offshore 
-46.2 57.5 44.5 2.2 10.4 17.4 
Colombia -197.6 212.3 31.5 1.4 11.5 46.5 
Guajira 
Offshore 
-94.3 78.3 38.5 1.5 11.9 20.5 
Sinu Offshore -88.7 65.3 44.3 1.8 11.6 14.9 
Amaga 19.1 52.30 49.1 2.0 11.4 12.2 
Colombian 
Deep Pacific 
-96.8 81.40 45.3 1.0 11.3 14.7 
Cauca-Patia -29.5 50.7 51.3 2.1 9.5 13.8 
Tumaco -70.0 18.7 53.9 2.2 9.0 13.3 
Tumaco 
Offshore 
-31.2 23.0 51.3 2.3 10.0 13.0 
Caguan-
Putumayo 
-115.4 62.7 42.3 1.6 9.7 24.1 
Vaupes-
Amazonas 
-143.5 118.2 46.3 3.1 8.4 23.9 
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Venezuela -324.5 131.1 32.3 1.2 10.8 44.4 
Barinas-Apure -135.5 127.3 42.8 1.9 9.7 18.1 
Beata Ridge 13.5 121.5 19.1 1.0 28.5 31.2 
Maracaibo -7.2 70.2 38.1 1.0 11.9 16.1 
 
On the other hand, in order to validate our results and compare them with the thermal data 
presented by Vargas et al. (2009) (see Figure 3.2).  
 
Figure 3.10 Geothermal gradient map calculated from the CPD. Numbers indicate the sedimentary basins of 
Colombia, and dashed red polygons indicate sectors where input WDMAM data were obtained by interpolatin. 
1: Los Cayos; 2: Colombia; 3: Guajira offshore; 4: Sinu offshore; 5: Uraba; 6: Choco; 7: Choco offshore; 8: 
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Colombian Deep Pacific; 9: Sinu-San Jacinto; 10: Lower Magdalena; 11: Cesar-Rancheria; 12: Guajira; 13: 
Catatumbo; 14: Middle Magdalena; 15: Amaga; 16: Cauc -Patia; 17: Tumaco; 18: Tumaco offshore; 19: 
Upper Magdalena; 20: Eastern Cordillera; 21: Eastern Llanos; 22: Vaupes-Amazonas; 23: Caguan-
Putumayo. MB: Maracaibo Basin; GP: Guajira Peninsula; VB: Venezuela Basin; GS: Guyana Shield; BAB: 
Barinas-Apure Basin; SNSM: Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta; UG: Uraba Gulf; WC: Western Cordillera; CC: 
Central Cordillera; EC: Eastern Cordillera; Pn: Panma; Ed: Ecuador; Pr: Peru; Bz: Brazil; Vz: Venezuela. 
 
 
The contrast between deep CPD values in the proximal offshore sector and shallow CPD 
values in the continental Caribbean region of Colombia supports the hypothesis of a relatively 
old, cold Caribbean Plate whose buoyancy imposes flat subduction beneath South America, 
and a flexural topographic bulge toward the Sinu-San Jacinto and Lower Magdalena Basins.  
This partially eroded bulge may cause shallowing of the CPD and consequent increases in 
geothermal gradient and heat flux. It is observed that here are several factors that influence 
the determination of heat flow (coefficient of thermal conductivity and radioactive heat 
generation) and are difficult to determine exactly in different areas, which can generate 
greater uncertainty. Profile 3 (Figure 3.7c) shows thi possible CPD bulge as the product of 
the nearly horizontal collision of the Caribbean Plate against South America. Some authors 
have established that high silica rocks (andesites and tonalities) are common around 
Caribbean plate margins and indicate widespread continental presence. Besides the 
Caribbean plateau of the western Venezuela Basin, ab ormal thick crust has been also 
reported in Colombia, Grenada and Yucatán Basins (e.g. s e James, 2007); likewise, crustal 
thicknesses of 30 km below Puerto Rico (Talwani et al., 1977) and 29 km below the Virgin 
Islands (Shurbert and Ewing, 1956), and similar features under Hispaniola (Nagle, 1974) and 
the south wall of the Puerto Rico Trough (Fox and Heezen, 1975) indicate a presence of 
continental crust below these islands. According to the aforementioned and making an 
analogy with the Scotia and Banda Plates, James (2007) suggests that an extended continental 
crust lies beneath the Caribbean plateau; this author supports his hypothesis on the fact that 
in the area of the Banda Plate some internal ridges ar  interpreted as continental slivers from 
New Guinea and parts of the Scotia Sea are more elevat d than normal ocean floor and may 
be continental crust thinned by extension (Barker, 2001). We hypothesize that the unexpected 
deepening of the CPD values observed in the southernmost sector of the Colombia basin, 
reaching depths between 40 and 47 km, could be the xpression of the continental crust-
underpinned Caribbean plateau presence there. Further inland, it is clearly observed a SW-
NE trending sharp boundary between a zone with deeper CPDs (45 to 50 km) to the north 
and a zone with shallower CPDs (25 to 30 km) to the south. The latter is associated with the 
Caguan-Putumayo and Eastern Llanos basins and continues to Venezuelan territory. The 
subduction of the Caribbean plate beneath the northwestern edge of South America in a NW-
SE direction may be causing this CPD shallowing due to the rise of the underlying 
asthenosphere that accompanies the process of subduction. The range and hill belt 
(Chiribiquete, Araracuara, Tunahi, Caranacoa, Naquen and Guayana Hills; see Figure 3.1) 
that matches with this CPD anomaly may be produced by this asthenospheric rising. In this 
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sense, it is very striking the nearly perpendicular orientation of the CPD anomaly with respect 
to the general direction of the collision between the two plates. 
 
On the other hand, the deepest values of CPD (~60 km) observed beneath the western 
foothills of the Western Cordillera (Profile 1 in Figure 3.7a) can be related to the deepening 
of the isotherms that occurs within the descending lithosphere in the zone between the trench 
and the active volcanic line associated with subduction systems (in our case the subduction 
of the Nazca plate beneath South America). 
 
3.3.3.2 Inferring the depth interval of the Golden Zone in onshore Colombian basins: a first 
approach 
 
Buller et al. (2005) introduced the concept of the Golden Zone by showing that the 
occurrence of hydrocarbons in siliciclastic sedimentary basins of the world is predictable, 
primarily as a function of temperature. Nadeau (2011) and Goulty et al. (2012) determined 
that 90% of all oil and gas deposits occur within the layer lying between the 60C and 
120C isotherms (Golden Zone), and that the volume of hydrocarbons decreases 
dramatically above and below these temperature. The most remarkable thing about this 
concept is that the overall pattern is independent of geographic location, type of basin, 
geological age, sedimentation rate, subsidence rate, geothermal gradient, hydrocarbon 
volume and range in field sizes. Since we have derived the geothermal gradient from CPD 
values in this study, it is possible to predict theGolden Zone depth interval of several 
sedimentary basins in Colombia, and determine areas with hydrocarbon potential. 
 
Although the sedimentary basins in this part of the world vary greatly in the thickness and 
lateral variations of their petroleum systems (Cediel et al., 2011), it is possible to infer the 
depth of the Golden Zone in areas of thicker sedimentary cover. Table 3.3 summarizes the 
possible presence of the Golden Zone in some of the sedimentary basins of Colombia. As 
shown, the Golden Zone would be absent only in the Vaupes-Amazonas Basin, since its 
maximum sediment thickness (3.0 km) is less than the calculated depth range for the 
hydrocarbon-bearing zone (3.7-7.4 km). On the other hand, the basins that are more likely to 
present the Golden Zone include Uraba, Eastern Cordillera, Guajira, Eastern Llanos and 
Lower Magdalena basins. Currently, the Eastern Llanos Basin is the most productive one, 
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Table 3.3 Possible presence of Golden Zone in some sedimentary basins of Colombia. The maximum sediment 
thickness values are taken from Cediel et al. (2011) and the average geothermal gradient values are from this 
study. We also included the possible presence of Golden Zone based on the geothermal gradient map from
Vargas et al. (2009). The number of current HC fields is taken from the National Hydrocarbons Agency of 
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A CPD map of northwestern South America and the southwestern Caribbean Basin has been 
derived from magnetic data reported by WDMAM (Maus et al., 2007). CPD estimates from 
power spectrum analysis suggest a range of depths varying from 12.6 km to74 km. The major 
uncertainties in this map are associated with areas where the WDMAM includes interpolated 
values. A CPD error map further suggests that the sectors with the least reliable estimates are 
in the northwestern, eastern and southern parts of the study area. 
 
A remarkable anomaly in the CPD values observed in part of the Colombia basin could be 
explained by the presence of an abnormal thick Caribbean plateau probably underpinned by 
an extended continental crust as suggested by several authors. On the other hand, the 
topographic bulge in the Sinu-San Jacinto and Lower Magdalena Basins suggests the nearly 
horizontal convergence of the Caribbean Plate and South America. Partial erosion of this 
bulge could generate shallowing of the CPD and the increasing geothermal gradient and heat 
flux. In Colombian onshore, the rise of the underlying asthenosphere associated with the 
actual subduction setting has probably caused the sudden shallowing of the CPD beneath the 
Caguan-Putumayo and Eastern Llanos basins. Also, the presence of the subduction of the 
Nazca plate beneath South America is coherent with the CPD deepening observed in the zone 
between the trench and the active volcanic line. 
 
Comparison of the geothermal gradient map in this study and that of Vargas et al. (2009) 
finds similarities in the Tumaco, Cauca-Patia, Choco y Guajira Basins, and discrepancies in 
the Middle and Lower Magdalena, Sinu-San Jacinto, Catatumbo and Eastern Cordillera 
Basins. Although these discrepancies could be due in part to the interpolation of the magnetic 
anomaly data in this study, it is probable that the map from Vargas et al. (2009) is influenced 
by the radiogenic heat production, as suggested by the relationships found between the CPDs 
and surface heat flux in some locations. 
 
Empirical relationships have been estimated between CPD and geothermal gradient values 
that support the interpreted thermal behavior of the upper lithosphere in northwestern South 
America. These relationships allow the calculation of geothermal gradient values for areas 
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SECTION III:  Electromagnetic methods 
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CHAPTER 4: Forward Modeling of Synthetic 
Aperture    Controlled Source Electromagnetics for 
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The application of electromagnetic methods in the exploration of hydrocarbons has been 
carried out mainly in marine environments, due to the presence of salt water, which does not 
allow to pass magnetotelluric and man-made EM signals at higher frequencies. In addition, 
this layer couples the source with the receiver and attenuates the waveair. On the other hand, 
in studies on land, there is a more significant influence of EM noise and airwave. 
Furthermore, the coupling between the source and the receiver on land is a problem in very 
resistive regions. Despite the difficulties of the EM methodology on land, new technologies 
have been developed in both receivers and transmitters of the electric field, which allow 
working in areas of high EM noise and high resistivty. Hence, interest in EM exploration of 
reservoirs on land has increased in recent years. 
 
In this chapter is presented a modeling study with the aim to investigate the potential use of 
synthetic aperture applied in Controlled Source EM technique for exploring resistive bodies 
on land. We analyze the behavior of a source array on land using numerical simulations with 
different configurations of reservoirs, depths, thicknesses and lateral continuity. In the 
analysis, we carry out a sweep angle of source array to find the scenarios where this method 
presents the highest sensitivity in the detection of a buried resistive body.  Our results suggest 
promising detection of high sensitivity contrasts bodies, generally associated with 
hydrocarbon reservoirs embedded in a homogeneous half- pace. We also found that the 
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We conduct two types of 3D simulations with synthetic aperture in CSEM to evaluate its 
exploratory behavior on hydrocarbon deposits located on land. We vary the depth of the 
reservoir as well as its horizontal location. In addition, different frequencies and control 
angles are used in the array of the sources to find the maximum sensitivities. 
The simulations are based on a reservoir embedded in a homogeneous halfspace with uniform 
conductivity and in a complex model with an overthrust structure. The linear array of sources 
is located in the air-ground interface. The simulations allow us to estimate the sensitivities 
under conditions of presence or absence of the reservoir. We find dramatic increase in 
sensitivity (>100 times) when we work with a frequency of 0.5Hz for the 5 km x 5 km x 100 
m sized reservoir at 1 km of depth in a half space with a horizontal displacement of 5 km 
from the center of the source array and with control anglesfrom30° to 70°. Finally, we find 
that the method works in models where the reservoir is p esent in the SEG/EAGE overthrust 
model, with sensitivities close to 10 times.  
This chapter is adapted from submitted work, reprinted with permission from Salazar, J. M., 
Slob, E., & Vargas, C. A. 2018. 3D Forward Modeling of Synthetic Aperture Controlled 
Source Electromagnetics for Hydrocarbon Exploration on Land. Geophysics. Symbols may 




The Controlled Source Electromagnetic (CSEM) method is an offshore geophysical 
technique which is used primarily to indicate the pr sence and extent of oil reservoirs 
(Edwards, 2005; Constable and Srnka, 2007; Constable, 2010). The CSEM survey uses a 
dipole source that is towed just above the seafloor to transmit a time-varying electromagnetic 
field into the earth. This field is modified by the presence of subsurface resistive layers and 
these changes are detected and logged by an array of eceivers placed the seabed. Because 
hydrocarbon-bearing formations are highly resistive compared with surrounding formations, 
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a CSEM survey can indicate the presence of oil and gas in offshore situations (Constable and 
Srnka, 2007). 
 
The synthetic aperture (SA) is a method that uses th  information from an individual source 
in different positions to create a specific radiation pattern steered to a target. The application 
of synthetic aperture in the marine controlled source electromagnetic was first described by 
Fan et al. (2010, 2012), where a 1D array inline of transmitters and receptors was used. 
Subsequently, Knaak et al. (2013) used the synthetic aperture in CSEM with a 2D array of 
transmitters and receivers.  
In previous studies cited above, the authors searchd for all possible combinations of the 
necessary weights in each source of the array to direct the energy in a specific zone. 
Therefore, the next advance of the synthetic aperture applied to CSEM was the optimization 
in the determination of the weights necessary to obain the maximum sensitivity in reservoir 
detection (Knaak et al., 2014; Yoon and Zhdanov, 2015). 
 
The synthetic aperture studies applied in CSEM to date have only been done in a marine 
environment. This is because in marine environments, there is a layer of salt water, which 
does not allow to pass magnetotelluric and man-made EM signals at higher frequencies. In 
addition, this layer couples the source with the receiver and attenuates the waveair. On the 
other hand, in studies on land, there is a greater influence of EM noise and airwave. 
Furthermore, the coupling between the source and the receiver on land is a problem in 
resistive regions.  
 
In this paper, we present a modelling study with the aim to investigate the potential use of 
synthetic aperture applied in CSEM for exploring resistive bodies on continental areas. We 
analyze the behavior of a source array on land using numerical simulations with different 
configurations of reservoirs, depths, thicknesses and l teral continuity. In the analysis, we 
carry out a sweep angle of source array to find the scenarios where this method presents the 




Figure 4.1 shows the setup method of synthetic aperture applied to CSEM on land. From this 
figure it can be observed that the electric fields generated by electric dipole numbered n, 
located at positions rn on the surface and operating at a single frequency F, are added to yield 
the total field at a receiver position r, 
 L)(M, F) = ∑ O< PQRE(M, M<, F)S<T                           (1) 
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where E(M, M<, F) is the electric field of the nth dipole source, O< is an amplitude weighting 
and U< is a phase shift and E)(M, M<, F) denotes the total field. Assuming an evenly-spaced 
linear array located in the x-axis, the phase shift is V sin  ∆<, where,  is the steering angle 
(Direction angle to where the wave front goes), ∆< is the distance from the source < to the 
left edge of the array and V is the real part of the wavenumber. In a diffusive electromagnetic 
field the amplitude weighting is  [ \]H ^∆R, where V is also the coefficient to compensate 
the energy loss. This replaces O< and U<and equation 1, can be written as 
 L)(, F) = ∑  P[ \]H ^∆RS<T  [ \]H ^∆RE(M, M<, F)                     (2) 
 
This equation is used to generate the synthetic aperture of the system in the simulations. 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Setup method of synthetic aperture applied to CSEM on land. The blue arrow represents 
the direction where the transmitter moves. 
 
 
4.4. SIMULATIONS SETUP  
 
The Maxwell’s equations for conducting media in the fr quency domain generate the 
following equation: 
 _F`aAbLc −  ∇ × `e∇ × Lc = −_F`afgh                                      (3) 
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The vector Lc(F, )  represents the electric field components as a function of angular 
frequency and position x. The current source is fgh(F, ). The quantity Ab() = A − _F=a=e, 
with Ai() the conductivity, =e() the relative permittivity, ̀e() the relative permeability, 
and =a and ̀ a their absolute values in vacuum.  
 
In order to find the solutions of equation 3 for a given current source and conductivity, the 
equations were discretized by the Finite Integration Technique proposed by Weiland (1977), 
which uses the integral form of Maxwell’s equations a d transforms them into a set of matrix 
equations. In the discretization, the domain is divided into grid cells in block shape. The 
average values of the components of the electric field are found at the blocks edges. Each 
component of the electric field is parallel to the direction of the axes. We inserted a layer of 
five skin depths around the model in order to prevent unwanted boundary effects. In addition, 
we use a stretching grid to have a more accurate solution around the area of interest and to 
occupy less computational memory. 
 
After having the discretized equations, the next step is to solve them by means of  
BiCGSTAB2, which is an iterative method developed by van der Vorst (1992) and Gutknecht 
(1993)  for the numerical solution of nonsymmetric linear systems. A multigrid solver 
(Mulder, 2006) was used as a preconditioner to accelerat  the convergence of the iterative 
method. 
For more details of this solver, it is recommended to see the studies presented by Mulder 
(2006), Plessix et al. (2007) and Mulder et al. (2008). 
 
In all simulations for performing synthetic aperture a linear array of 50 transmitters on land 
are used with 100 A maximum current and 100 m long each. The configuration of the 
receivers are orthogonal electric dipoles in the entir  study area on the surface. The steering 
angle () of beam direction generated by the array of transmitters have a range from 0° to 
70°. The simulations are divided into two types depending on the medium conditions where 
the reservoir is immersed. 
 
In the first type of simulations, there is a uniform half space with a resistivity of 1 Ω.m in 
which a resistive body of 100 Ω.m is immersed. Figure 4.2 shows the configuration used for 
each simulation. The resistive body has a horizontal extent of 5 km in the x- and y-directions 
and a thickness of 100 m.  The reservoir has depth locations of 1 km and 2 km, and 
displacements in x from source array of 2,5 km and 5 km.  
 
Figures 4.2e and 2f show the xy plane on the surface. The white lines are the source array 
with a range in x from -7 km to -2 km. The black lines represent the top view of the reservoir. 
In each simulation, the frequency of 0.5 Hz is used. 
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In the second type of simulation was used the SEG/EA  Overthrust model (Aminzadeh et 
al., 1997) to obtain a realistic and three-dimensioal subsurface resistivity distribution. We 
use the same resistivity values as used by Wirianto et al. (2010), replacing the velocities of 
P-waves by resistivities as suggested by Meju et al. (2003). 
 
Figure  4.2. First type of simulations. Reservoirs with the combination of depth location and displacements in 
x from the source array of: a) 1 km and 2,5 km; b) 1 km and 5 km; c) 2 km and 2,5 km; d) 2 km and 5 km. e) 
and f) are x-y plots on the surface. The black and white lines are the top view of the reservoir and the array of 
sources respectively. 
 
Figure 4.3 shows the configuration used, in which an artificial reservoir sand that contains 
oil (100 Ω.m) is added in the overthrust model. The reservoir has a depth of 980 m and a 
maximum extension at x- and y-directions of 1325 m and 2975 m respectively. The source 
array was located in the y-direction, because the res rvoir has greater extension in that 
direction. 
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Figures 4.3e and 3f show the xy plane on the surface. The white lines are the source array 
with the following ranges in y: -5675 m to -675 m (Figure 4.4e), -8175 m to -3175 m (Figure 
4.3f.1) and -3175 m to 1825 m (Figure 4.3f.2). The black lines represent the top view of the 
reservoir. In each simulation, the frequency of 0.75 Hz is used. 
 
We defined a computational grid with 256 by 256 by 256 cells, leading to over 16 million 
grid points. The cell widths of the stretched grid vary from 25 m to about 425 m in the first 
type of simulations and from 25 m to about 184 m in the second type of simulations. As 
mentioned above, we added a boundary strip of about five skin depths around of the models 
to avoid undesirable boundary effects.  Convergence, with a relative drop in the residual of 10j, took about 1.26 hours using a 2.7-GHz Intel Core i7 with 32 GB of memory. 
 
In each of these types of simulations, the normalized sensitivity of the system with reservoir 
(L)k98;) and without reservoir (Ll8:!mekn<o) is determined by 
 pqMrs*_t 4 u +u_v_w_v
 =  x#yJz{x|zI}~yRx|zI}~yR ,                         (4) 
 
4.5. THE AIRWAVE AND EM NOISE ON LAND 
 
As mentioned above, the EM studies on land have a gr ter influence on both the EM noise 
and the airwave (Figure 4.1). Nevertheless, new techniques have emerged to attenuate both 
the airwave (Weidelt 2007a, b; Løseth et al. 2010; Chen and Alumbaugh 2011; Wirianto et 
al. 2011) and EM noise (Streich et al., 2011, 2013). 
In this study, we consider mitigation techniques of airwave with an inline configuration and 
in the frequency domain.  
The airwave equation on land is determined by: 
 LPe87 = C>e 1 + aM + aM  !e,                               (5) 
 
where a = 2,1 ∙ 10_ ; is the wavelength in the vacuum,   is the current source,  is the 
length of source, A  is the conductivity of the ground and M  is the distance between the 
transmitter and receiver. 
Because of the low values of a, Equation 5 is approximated by: 
 LPe87 ≈ C>e,                                                    (6) 
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Figure 4.3. Second type of simulations. Reservoir immersed in the SEG/EAGE Overthrust model. a)
Conductivity in the plane y=-3175 m with reservoir; b) its background; c) Conductivity in the plane x=-2450 
m with reservoir; d) its background. e) and f) are x-y plots on the surface. The black and white lines are the top 
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In this equation is observed that the airwave does n t depend on the frequency of the source, 
therefore Wirianto et al. (2011) carried out a study for the attenuation of the airwave on land 
with two different frequencies that were adequately s parated. One must be low to focus on 
the reservoir. The other must be high to focus on the surface. Subtracting from the responses 
of the two frequencies the airwave is removed. 
 
As for electromagnetic noise, it is divided into man-made and natural noise. The man-made 
noise is composed of periodic and intermittent noise. The main sources of periodic and 
intermittent noise are all electric power consuming devices (e.g. power stations and lines, 
radio and television transmitters, etc) and the power line transients respectively. The 
techniques applied for periodic and intermittent noise attenuation are digital filters and 
selective stacking respectively (Strack, 1992). The natural noise is produced by electric 
storms and magnetotelluric signals. The way to attenuate this noise is to increase the source 
moment (P=IL, multiplication between the current and the length of the source dipole) to 
overcome the noise level. 
 
4. 6. RESULTS 
 
4.6.1 Resistive body in a uniform half space 
 
The first simulated model is in Figure 4.2.a (reservoir with a depth of 1 km and is displaced 
in x direction by 2.5 km from the source array). The Ex sensitivity obtained of this model is 
shown in Figure 4.4, in which it is observed that the maximum sensitivity (4.6) is presented 
with a steering angle of 70° (Figure 4.4.h).  
 
The second simulated model is in Figure 4.2.b (reservoir with a depth of 1 km and is displaced 
in x direction by 5 km from the source array). The Ex sensitivity obtained of this model is 
shown in Figure 4.5, where it can be seen that the maximum sensitivity (>200) is presented 
with a steering angle of 50° (Figure 4.5.f).  
 
The third simulated model is in Figure 4.2.c (reservoir with a depth of 2 km and is displaced 
in x direction by 2.5 km from the source array). The Ex sensitivity obtained of this model is 
shown in Figure 4.6, in which it is observed that the maximum sensitivity (3) is presented 
with a steering angle of 70° (Figure 4.6.h).  
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Figure 4.4. Ex normalized sensitivity on the surface in the detection of reservoir from Figure. 4.2a with 
steering angles of: a) 0º; b) 10º; c) 20º; d) 30º; e) 40º; f) 50º; g) 60º; h) 70º. The black and white lines are the 
top view of the reservoir and the source array. Regions where amplitudes fall below 10 V/m have been 
blanked. 
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Figure 4.5. Ex normalized sensitivity on the surface in the detection of reservoir from Figure. 4.2b with 
steering angles of: a) 0º; b) 10º; c) 20º; d) 30º; e) 40º; f) 50º; g) 60º; h) 70º. The black and white lines are the 
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Figure 4.6. Ex normalized sensitivity on the surface in the detection of reservoir from Figure. 4.2c with 
steering angles of: a) 0º; b) 10º; c) 20º; d) 30º; e) 40º; f) 50º; g) 60º; h) 70º. The black and white lines are the 
top view of the reservoir and the source array. Regions where amplitudes fall below 10  V/m have been 
blanked. 
 
The fourth simulated model is in Figure 4.2.d (resevoir with a depth of 2 km and is displaced 
in x direction by 5 km from the source array). The Ex sensitivity obtained of this model is 
shown in Figure 4.7, where it can be seen that the maximum sensitivity (7.6) is presented 
with a steering angle of 0° (Figure 4.7.a).  
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Figure 4.7. Ex normalized sensitivity on the surface in the detection of reservoir from Figure. 4.2d with 
steering angles of: a) 0º; b) 10º; c) 20º; d) 30º; e) 40º; f) 50º; g) 60º; h) 70º. The black and white lines are the 
top view of the reservoir and the source array. Regions where amplitudes fall below 10  V/m have been 
blanked. 
 
When comparing the Ex sensitivity obtained in the four models, we find that the models 
displaced in x direction by 5 km from the source array have greater sensitivity. In addition, 
we find that increasing the distance between the source array and the resistive body decreases 
the steering angle where there is greater sensitivity. This is because the amplitude of the 
electric field decreases with the increase of the se ring angle.   
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 4.6.2 Second type of Simulations 
In this configuration the frequencies of 0.1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, 0.75 Hz and 1 Hz are analysed. We 
find that the frequency of 0.75 Hz has maximum sensitivity.  
 
The first simulated model is in Figure 4.3.e (the source array is centered with the reservoir in 
y-direction). The Ey sensitivity obtained of this model is in Figure 4.8, where it can be seen 
that the maximum sensitivity (8.4) is presented with a steering angle of 60° (Figure 4.8.g).  
 
The second simulated model has the same configuration as the first model; the only 
difference is that steering angles are reversed. The Ey sensitivity obtained of this model is in 
Figure 4.9, in which it is observed that the maximum sensitivity (2.1) is presented with a 
steering angle of 60° (Figure 4.9.g).  
 
The third simulated model is in Figure 4.3.f.1 (the source array is displaced in negative y 
direction by 2.5 km from the source array). The Ey sensitivity obtained of this model is in 
Figure 4.10, where it can be seen that the maximum sensitivity (1) is presented with a steering 
angle of 60° (Figure 4.10.g).  
 
The fourth simulated model is in Figure 4.3.f.2 (the source array is displaced in y direction 
by 2.5 km from the source array and the steering angles are reversed). The Ey sensitivity 
obtained of this model is in Figure 4.11, in which it is observed that the maximum sensitivity 
(5.3) is presented with a steering angle of 70° (Figure 4.11.h).  
 
When comparing the Ey sensitivity obtained in the four models, we find that the model with 
the source array centered with the reservoir has the highest sensitivity. In contrast to the 
results obtained with the first type of simulations, where the source array displaced in x 
direction by 5 km from the source array have greater sensitivity. Therefore, it is not possible 
to generalize the results of the model of resistive body in a uniform half space with the results 




Based on the results obtained in the numerical experiments, we observe several advantages 
of steering with the aid of a long synthetic aperture source compared to using single sources. 
Generally, we can observe in Figures 4.4-7 that the horizontal location of the far edge of the 
resistive body is the location where the fields measured at the surface change most. We can 
also observe that this feature is present for the two different burial depth of the resistive body 
and that grazing steering angles give a sharper indication of far edge location than steep 
steering angles. Detectability (capacity of reservoir location) depends on present signal to 
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noise ratios. We find that the electric field amplitudes decreases with the increase of the 




Figure 4.8. Ey normalized sensitivity on the surface in the detection of a reservoir from Figure. 4.3e with 
steering angles of: a) 0º; b) 10º; c) 20º; d) 30º; e) 40º; f) 50º; g) 60º; h) 70º. The black and white lines are the 
top view of the reservoir and the source array.  
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Figure 4. 9. Ey normalized sensitivity on the surface in the detection of a reservoir from Figure. 4.3e with 
reversed steering angles of: a) 0º; b) 10º; c) 20º; d) 30º; e) 40º; f) 50º; g) 60º; h) 70º. The black and white lines 
are the top view of the reservoir and the source array. 
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Figure 4.10. Ey normalized sensitivity on the surface in the detection of a reservoir from Figure. 4.3f.1 with 
steering angles of: a) 0º; b) 10º; c) 20º; d) 30º; e) 40º; f) 50º; g) 60º; h) 70º. The black and white lines are the 
top view of the reservoir and the source array 
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Figure 4.11. Ey normalized sensitivity on the surface in the detection of a reservoir from Figure. 4.3f.2 with 
reversed steering angles of: a) 0º; b) 10º; c) 20º; d) 30º; e) 40º; f) 50º; g) 60º; h) 70º. The black and white lines 
are the top view of the reservoir and the source array. 
 
Having an optimistic noise level of 10 V/m, by means of the simulations, it is determined 
that the electric field components in y are greater than the noise level and this field can be 
measured in all zones.  
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Generally, we can say that the sensitivity in the detection of the resistive body in our example 
is increased drastically when using synthetic apertur  with amplitude and phase control. If 
the field strengths are low and the difference betwe n presence and absence of a buried 
resistive body is not significantly present in the m asured data synthetic aperture will not 
help. 
 
The SEG/EAGE overthrust model example shows that without steering the modeled 
reservoir cannot be seen. Only with high steering ales the side of the model becomes 
visible for the source array overlaying the reservoir as can be observed in Figures 4.8 and 
4.10. When the steering angles are high and reversed, th  other side of the reservoir can also 
be visible (Figures 4.9 and 4.11). When the source a ray is moved in y-direction the steering 
angle can be optimized to make the side of the reservoir that is away from the synthetic source 
array visible. This can be observed in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 where the side of the reservoir 
is highlighted in the surface expression of the sensitivity plots at angles of 50 and 60 degrees, 
but anymore so clearly at 70 degrees. The changes in the field strengths are above 100% 
which should be detectable when the signal strengths on and off target are measured with 
sufficient strength above the noise level. 
 
The feasibility for real world implementation of this idea mainly depends on source and 
receiver control and on the level of noise present in the field. We propose for future works to 
use long pulses with high amplitudes in the time domain to attenuate the airwave and EM 




Several 3D numerical simulations with synthetic apertur  CSEM are performed to evaluate 
its aid in the detection of subsurface resistive bodies located on land. The simulation results 
show that by steering using phase and amplitude control i creases the detectability of a 
resistive body buried in a uniform half space at different depths. This works better when the 
synthetic aperture source array has a horizontal position shifted relative to the horizontal 
position of the body. High angle steering brings out the horizontal location of the far side of 
the resistive body better than small angle steering.  
 
The numerical experiment on the SEG/EAGE overthrust model shows that the presence of a 
buried resistive body with a complicated three-dimensional structure can be enhanced by 
synthetic aperture with steering. In this situation the source array does not have to be 
horizontally displaced from the horizontal position of the resistive body. When it is displaced 
there is an optimal high angle to point out the horizontal location of the side that is far from 
the synthetic source array. 
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CHAPTER 5: 3D Forward Modeling of 
Electromagnetics Methods for Hydrocarbon 
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In recent years, new techniques have emerged to overcom  the significant problem of 
electromagnetic exploration of hydrocarbons related to low resolution at great depths. One 
of these techniques is the Multitransient Electromagnetic, which compared to other 
conventional EM techniques has higher resolution (similar to reflection seismic), better 
sensibility to resistive bodies, and high performance in measurements. For the qualities of 
this methodology, we decided to analyze its behavior in a complicated scenario where coexist 
contrasting lithologies, structural variability and a deep reservoir. 
 
Along with this work, we perform several 3D  numerical simulations of the Multitransient 
(multiple channels (set of transmitter-receivers) with the transmitter powered with transients 
functions) Electromagnetic method on the giant Cusiana Oil Field, Colombia. In order to 
obtain the impulse response, the simulations were ca ried out in the frequency domain. The 
impulse responses were converted into step responses with the purpose of implementing the 
DC resistivity inversion using synthetic datasets. We used an inline configuration with the 
combination of several offsets and different lateral positions of the source. 
 
The results of simulations allow us to conclude that with the apparent resistivity obtained 
from the impulse responses is possible to detect reservoirs in a wide range of depths and in 
complex geologic settings. We also found that in the resistivity inversion, the reservoirs are 
identified with appropriate transverse resistivity values. In addition, when comparing the 
results of the inversion with real resistivity datasets of the Cusiana field, we found similarity 
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We perform several 3D  numerical simulations to evaluate the exploratory behavior of the 
Multitransient Electromagnetic method on the giant Cusiana Oil Field, Colombia. In order to 
obtain the impulse response, the simulations were ca ried out in the frequency domain. The 
impulse responses were converted into step responses with the purpose of implementing the 
DC resistivity inversion using synthetic dataset. We used an inline configuration with the 
combination of several offsets and diverse lateral positions of the source. 
 
The results of simulations allow us to conclude that with the apparent resistivity obtained 
from the impulse responses is possible to detect reservoirs in a wide range of depths and in a 
complex geologic setting. We also found that in the resistivity inversion, the reservoirs are 
detected with appropriate transverse resistivity values. In addition, when comparing the 
results of the inversion with a real resistivity dataset of the Cusiana field, we found similarity 




As result of the reduction of new field findings worldwide, recent oil exploration has focused 
on frontier or complex basins, in zones where coexist complicated structures, sometime 
associated to deep targets, and where the traditional geophysical methods prevent confident 
images. For instance, foothill regions face technological challenges to produce adequate 
geometric definition of reservoirs or hydrocarbon detection. In this sense, the Cusiana Oil 
Field constitutes a challenging example where is posible to test new technologies for 
illuminating reservoirs and contrast datasets derived from traditional methods. This giant 
field is the largest oil field discovered in Colombia.  It is located in the foothills of the Eastern 
Cordillera, approx. 140 km from Bogotá, and has an area of ~150 km²     (Figure 5.1). This 
zone is of great complexity and structural variability, which generates a poor seismic image 
definition. Traditionally, in this zone has been necessary to integrate other geophysical 
geological and geochemical methods for a proper structu al and reservoir modeling. 
On the other hand, in recent years there has been a significant increase in electromagnetic 
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studies for exploration and monitoring of reservoirs on land (Wright et al., 2002; Wirianto et 
al., 2010; Streich et al., 2011; Streich, 2016). The relevant problem of usig electromagnetic 
methods on land is the influence of noise and the airwave. Therefore, several strategies in the 
domain of time have been developed to mitigate these problems, one of these is the use of 
the MTEM technique (Multitransient Electromagnetic), which uses current dipoles as 
transmitters and inline electric dipoles as receivers, also it has several transmitter-receiver 
separations. The transmitter is supplied by a pseudoran om binary sequence (PRBS), which 
simulates an impulse function (Wright et al., 2002; Hobbs et al., 2005; Ziolkowski et al., 
2007). The MTEM methodology has the following advantages compared to conventional 
techniques in the time domain: higher performance i measurements, better identification of 
resistive bodies, and higher resolution (like reflection seismic).   
 
Having we said that, the 3D electromagnetic modeling based on MTEM methodology looks 
like an interesting tool to infer geometry and other properties of the reservoirs under 
contrasting depths. This approach is potentially feasible to use in the hydrocarbon exploration 
of frontier subandean basins. Nonetheless, there is no record of using this technological 
approach in the Eastern Cordillera foothill area. Hence, the aim of this article is to determine 
the feasibility of the MTEM technology to identify deep reservoirs in similar condition areas 
to the Cusiana Oil Field (depth ~3,8 km). For this purpose, through a finite volume program 
we carry out several 3D simulations in the frequency domain and then convert them to the 
time domain. The results are hopeful. 
 




A complete examination of the regional geology of the Eastern Cordillera is carried out by 
several authors (see e.g., Schamel, 1991; Dengo and Covey, 1993; Cooper et al., 1995). The 
stratigraphy of the Cusiana field and used in this work, distributes the rock units into the 
sequences proposed by Cooper et al. (1995), which are shown in Figure 5.2. The sequence 
K60 represents the Gacheta formation, which is rich in organic matter (lutites), making this 
the source rock for the oil and gas in the field.  
 
The sequences K70 and K80 stand for the Guadalupe formation, which in its upper part is 
composed of quartz-rich sandstones, making this a reservoir rock unit of the field. The 
formations Barco and Los Cuervos belong to the T20 sequence, where the Barco formation 
is made up of fine-grained quartz sandstones, making it also a reservoir rock unit. 
The formation Los Cuervos is a muddy unit corresponding to mudstones and arcillolites. The 
sequence T30 represents the Mirador formation, which consists primarily of medium 
sandstones with interbedded fine-grained sandstone. 
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Figure 5.1. Map of Colombia showing the Cusiana field area. 
 
This formation is the main reservoir of the Cusiana field. The T40-T70 sequences represent 
the Carbonera formation with C1-C8 units, in which the odd units correspond to sequences 
of sandy siliciclastic considered as reservoirs. Even units are usually the seals of hydrocarbon 
migration because of their clay composition.  
 
5.3.2 Structure  
This field consists of an anticlinal structure bounded by two thrust faults, the Yopal and 
Cusiana faults (Figure. 5.3). According to Cazier et.al. (1995) the top seal for the Cusiana 
accumulation is the T40 mudstone, a condensed sequence present as a regional seal in many 
other fields throughout the Eastern Llanos basin. The lateral seal for the Cusiana field is the 
combination of hydrocarbon-bearing K80–T30 reservoir sequences in the hanging wall of 
the Cusiana fault with impermeable Carbonera Group (T40–T60) sequences in the footwall. 
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Figure 5.2. Generalized stratigraphic column (Cooper et al., 1995) of Llanos basin and Eastern Cordillera. 
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Figure 5.3. Structural cross-section across Cusiana field. Thecolors represent the sequences shown in Figure 
5.2. This scenario represents the interpretation presented in Martinez (2006). 
 
5.4. DATA AND INITIAL MODEL 
 
Resistivity data for modelling was obtained from well Cusiana-U5 and Buenos Aires H-15 
(ANH, 2012). From the well Cusiana-U5, resistivity information was taken from formation 
Guadalupe to the formation C6. On the other hand, from the well Buenos Aires H-15, 
resistivity data was acquired from the formation C5 to the formation Guayabo. Figure 5.4 
shows the unification of the resistivity information f the wells as a function of the sequences. 
This information is used to define the 1D resistivity initial model. A cross section of the 
Cusiana field shown in Figure 5.3 allowed establishing a 2D resistivity model. Hence, the 
map proposed by Cazier et al. (1995), where the uppr art of the Mirador formation contains 
the hydrocarbon reservoirs, allows to construct the 3D resistivity model.  
 
Figure 5.5 depicts the final conductivity model used in the simulations. Figures 5.5a and 5.5b 
show the conductivity of model in the y = 3175m plane, with the reservoir and its background 
respectively. Figures 5.5c and 5.5d present the conductivity in the x = 2450m plane, with the 
reservoir and its background respectively. Figure 5.5  shows the conductivity on the surface. 
The black and white dashed lines represent the top view of the reservoir and the position of 
the receivers where the profile is carried out, respectively. The black dots are the position of 
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Figure 5.4. Unification of the resistivity data of the wells Cusiana-U5 and Buenos Aires H-15 (ANH, 2012).  
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Figure 5.5. Conductivity model used in the simulations. a) Conductivity in the plane y = 3175 m with reservoi ; 
b) its background; c) Conductivity in the plane x = 2450 m with reservoi ; d) its background. e) Conductivity 
in the plane x-y on the surface. The black and white dashed lines represent the top view of the reservoir and the 
position of the receivers where the profile is carried out, respectively. The black dots are the position of the 
current sources. 
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The MTEM (Multicomponent Transient Electromagnetic) method uses a current dipole that 
supplies an impulse, and a configuration in-line coupled with electric field receivers. In 
addition, this technique uses multiple offsets and source positions. To determine the 
equations used in MTEM, we analyze the inline electric-field response at the surface of a 
half-space of resistivity  ohm-m to an impulse in a dipole of current at a distance M given 
by Wilson (1997): 
 L(, M, v) = 9/?C√Co   ?J?                                                   (1) 
 
where ̀  is the magnetic permeability,   is the resistivity, 4 =  `⁄ , and   is the dipole 
current. To find the time where the electric field of equation 1 has a maximum value, the 
equation 1 is differentiated with respect to and set the result to zero, generating:  
 v678! = e?a                                                                     (2) 
Clearing  from equation 2:  = e?a9z}                                                                    (3) 
 
The apparent resistivity of equation 3 is obtained by measuring v678!, M (offset) and common 
midpoint (CMP). The apparent resistivity is achieved by the impulse response in time. 
Therefore, we transform the responses of the finite volume method in the frequency domain 
to the time domain through Inverse Fourier Transform. 
 
5.6. SIMULATIONS SETUP  
 
The Maxwell’s equations for conducting media in the fr quency domain generate the 
following equation:: _F`aAbLc −  ∇ × `e∇ × Lc = −_F`afgh                                     (4)  
The vector Lc(F, )  represents the electric field components as a function of angular 
frequency and position x. The current source is fgh(F, ). The quantity Ab() = A − _F=a=e, 
with Ai() the conductivity, =e() the relative permittivity, ̀e() the relative permeability, 
and =a and ̀ a their absolute values in vacuum.  
 
In order to find the solutions of equation 4 for a given current source and conductivity, the 
equations were discretized by the Finite Integration Technique proposed by Weiland (1977), 
which uses the integral form of Maxwell’s equations a d transforms them into a set of matrix 
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equations. In the discretization, the domain is divided into grid cells in block shape. The 
average values of the components of the electric field are found at the blocks edges. Each 
component of the electric field is parallel to the direction of the axes. We inserted a layer of 
five skin depths around the model in order to prevent unwanted boundary effects. In addition, 
we use a stretching grid to have a more accurate solution around the area of interest and to 
occupy less computational memory. 
 
After having the discretized equations, the next step is to solve them by means of  
BiCGSTAB2, which is an iterative method developed by van der Vorst (1992) and Gutknecht 
(1993)  for the numerical solution of nonsymmetric linear systems. A multigrid solver 
(Mulder, 2006) was used as a preconditioner to accelerat  the convergence of the iterative 
method. 
For more details of this solver, it is recommended to see the studies presented by Mulder 
(2006), Plessix et al. (2007) and Mulder et al. (2008). 
 
The time-domain solutions require a large number of f equencies. We selected frequencies + on a logarithmic grid: + = 10<, with + = 0 + (+ − 1)∆, where 0 = loga P<, + 
is the number of frequencies, ∆ is the logarithmic interval of the frequency and P<  is 
minimum frequency. We select ∆= 0.05, += 71, P<= 0.01 Hz and the maximum frequency 
of 100 Hz. The frequency-domain solutions obtained from 
simulations are interpolated by means of the method shape-
preserving piecewise-cubic Hermite (Fritsch and Carlson, 1980) 
, to obtain the solutions in all the necessary frequencies. 
The equation 5 provides the response in the time domain through 
a fast Fourier transform (FFT). 
 L(, v) = C ¡ Lc(F, )¢¢  PD94F                                     (5) 
 
In all simulations for performing MTEM was used as transmitter a current dipole of 100 A 
and 100 m in length. Figure 5.5e shows the position of the current dipoles, which are 
separated from each other by 1 km. Also, this figure shows the location of the electric field 
receivers, which are separated from each other by 100 m. 
 
We defined a computational grid with 256 by 256 by 256 cells, leading to over 16 million 
grid points. The cell widths of the stretched grid vary depending on the simulated frequency. 
With the lowest (0.01 Hz) and highest (100 Hz) frequ ncy, the cell widths change from 25 
m to 193 m and from 25 m to 1863 m respectively. As wa  mentioned above, we added a 
boundary strip of about five skin depths around of the models to avoid undesirable boundary 
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effects. Convergence, with a relative drop in the residual of 10j, took about 35 min (0.01 




Figure 5.6a shows the data coverage of the profile shown in Figure 5.6e as a function of the 
common midpoint (CMP) and offset. In this figure, is observed that there is greater data 
density with the highest values of the offsets (depth). Figures 5.6b and 5.6c show the apparent 
resistivity obtained by equation 3 on the models with the reservoir and its background 
respectively. In these figures, is detected that the resistivity increases as a function of the 
offset. The resistivity of the model with reservoir increases faster in function of the offset 
compared to the resistivity of the model without reservoir. Figure 5.6d shows the apparent 
resistivity of the profiles shown in Figures 5.6b and 5.6c. In this figure is seen that the model 
with reservoir has in all the values of offset higher resistivity than the model without 
reservoir. 
 
The impulse responses are integrated to generate step responses. At late times, the curve 
increases and is asymptotic to some value £9T¢(DC value). With the determination of these 
DC values, the apparent resistivities are obtained an then DC resistivity inversión is 
performed. 
 
Figure 5.7 presents DC resistivity inversion of theprofiles shown in Figures 5.6b and 5.6c 
with the impulse response data (MTEM) converted in the step responses. In this figure is 
observed that the only difference between the resistivity of the two models is that the model 





Based on the results obtained in the numerical experiments, we observe several advantages 
of the method MTEM compared to using conventional techniques in the domain of frequency 
and time. Generally, we observe in Figure 5.6 that with the apparent resistivity obtained from 
the impulse responses is possible to distinguish between a model with reservoir of one 
without reservoir. This result is important because the reservoir is located at relevant depths 
(~3.8 km), which makes it insensitive with other electromagnetic methods. The most relevant 
of this methodology is its resolution in great depths, which is an important problem of 
electromagnetic techniques. 
 
Generally, we observe in Figure 5.7 that in the resistivity inversion, the reservoir is detected 
with appropriate transverse resistivity values. In addition, when comparing the results of the 
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inversion with resistivity data of Figure 5.4, a similarity is observed between their values in 
each layer. The advantage of carrying out the DC resistivity inversion through the MTEM 
data is that the offsets can be larger (25 times th source length) compared to a conventional 
DC study (5 times the source length). This is because of the increase in the signal to noise 




Figure 5.6. a) The data coverage of the profile shown in Figure 5.5e; b) and c) Apparent resistivity obtained 
by equation 3 of the model with reservoir and its background respectively; d) Apparent resistivity of the profiles 
shown in Figures 5.6b and 5.6c. The blue and red lines represent the apparent resistivity of the models with 
reservoir and its background respectively. The black lines are the profiles of apparent resistivity of the models. 
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Figure 5.7. a) and b) DC resistivity inversion of the profiles shown in Figures 5.6b and 5.6c with the impulse 
response data (MTEM) converted in the step response. 
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Numerous 3D simulations with the MTEM were implemented to estimate its utility in the 
detection of reservoirs in the Cusiana Oil Field, Colombia.  The simulation results show that 
the MTEM method detects a body with high resistivity a  significant depths. This work is 
better when are performing multiple combinations of offsets with short lateral displacements 
of sources and receivers on the ground.  
 
It is important to emphasize that in practical field studies, the signal used in the current source 
is a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS). This signal has a uniform spectrum in a range 
of frequencies, which can be chosen to obtain the impulse response by deconvolution of the 
measured voltages.  
 
The results prove that the MTEM technique can be used as a method for the exploration and 
monitoring of hydrocarbons. Combination of this technique with seismic surveys may 
improve images of the reservoir substantially.   
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Final considerations and conclusions 
 
This dissertation had two main research objectives. The first one focused on the estimating 
of the depth interval of potential reservoirs in the sedimentary basins of Colombia, based on 
the Curie point depth from the inversion of magnetic anomaly data. In order to evaluate the 
behavior of this approach in marine and terrestrial environments, the study areas of 
Colombian Basin (Chapter 2) and the entirety of onsh re Colombia (Chapter 3) were chosen. 
The results and interpretations of the first objectiv  were presented in Section II. Golden zone 
of sedimentary basins in the Colombian territory, which includes two research papers 
published in high-impact journals (AAPG Memoir and Tectonophysics). The second 
objective focused on the application of two innovative electromagnetic techniques for the 
exploration of reservoirs on land, to evaluate their p rformance in complex study areas.  The 
first method analyzed is the synthetic aperture in CSEM applied to the SEG / EAGE 
overthrust model (Chapter 4). The second method studied is the Multitransient 
Electromagnetic applied to the Cusiana Oil Field, Colombia (Chapter 5). The results and 
interpretations of this objective were presented in Section III. Electromagnetic methods for 
the exploration of reservoirs on land, which includes two scientific papers currently, 
submitted for publication in the journals Geophysics and The Leading Edge. At this point it 
is also opportune to mention that a review of the Colombian geotectonic context was done to 
assess the appropriate application of the techniques m ntioned. Annex 1 of this thesis 
presents the results of the nowadays tectonic regime evaluation in the study area that allowed 
the identification of basins with high interest forestimating the thermal structure but also for 
applying to hydrocarbon exploration. This annex waspublished as paper in an AAPG memoir. 
 
The analysis of the thermal structure on Colombian B sin carried out in this thesis (Chapter 
2) allowed estimating the errors of each of the three methodologies used (Centroid method, 
Spectral peak and Forward modeling) to find the Curie point depth. The spectral peak is the 
least reliable method because it has the highest values in the errors. The centroid method has 
the best performance due to its low error values and processing time. The forward modeling 
method has a high processing time and mean values in the errors. This method is the most 
complete since it takes into account all the values of the radial average spectral, the code of 
this method can be improved to obtain better performance. Regarding the study area, the 
continental zones are more reliable since some offsh re areas have regular changes in the 
polarity of the magnetic anomalies, which causes that none of the three methods work in the 
determination of the CPD.  
Despite the difficulties mentioned above, the three m thods used in this work proved 
effectiveness for determining the CPD and a regional approach to the thermal structure of the 
study areas. The similarity between the geothermal gradient data from the International Heat 
Flow Commission (IHFC) database and the maps present d i  this work, allows identifying 
several areas of real coincidence. The map of geothermal gradient obtained with the Forward 
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modeling method suggests greater similarity with the IHFC version, much better than the 
geothermal gradient maps obtained by the Spectral Peak method and the Centroid method. 
 
The investigation of the Golden Zone of 14 sedimentary basins of Colombia carried out in 
this thesis (Chapter 3) allowed obtaining the range of possible depths where the reservoirs 
are located. This range is compared with the maximum values of sediment thickness taken 
from previous geophysical studies to determine the possibility that the basin has a promising 
reservoir. The results show that the Golden Zone would be absent in the Cauca-Patia and 
Vaupes-Amazonas Basins, since their maximum sediment thickness (4.4 km and 3.0 km) are 
less than the calculated depth range for the hydrocarb n-bearing zone (5.1-10.2 km and 3.7-
7.4 km). On the other hand, the basins that are mor likely to present the Golden Zone include 
Uraba, Eastern Cordillera, Guajira, Eastern Llanos and Magdalena basins. Currently, the 
Eastern Llanos Basin is the most productive one, with 63 fields, followed by the Middle 
Magdalena and Upper Magdalena basins, with 40 and 29 fields each. In this analysis, for 
each basin, only a range of the Golden Zone and a maximum value of the sediment thickness 
are used. Therefore, the study has low resolution and it is necessary to subdivide the basins 
into multiple zones in order to obtain a more detail d analysis. 
 
The analysis of synthetic aperture applied in Controlled Source Electromagnetic for 
exploring reservoirs on continental areas was analyzed in this thesis (Chapter 4) allowed 
determining that by steering phase and the amplitude increases the detectability of a resistive 
body buried in uniform half space at different depths. This works better when the synthetic 
aperture source array has a horizontal position shifted relative to the horizontal position of 
the body. High angle steering brings out the horizontal location of the far side of the resistive 
body better than small angle steering. The numerical experiment on the SEG/EAGE 
overthrust model shows that the presence of a buried resistive body with a complicated three-
dimensional structure can be enhanced by a synthetic aperture steering. 
 
This methodology works on land and in the frequency domain; therefore it has a high 
influence on the airwave and the EM noise. We propose t  solve these problems by working 
in the time domain, supplying to a current source with long-duration Gaussian pulses with 
high amplitudes, since in this domain we can perform p ocessing techniques more efficient 
than in the frequency domain. The synthetic apertur in CSEM has the ability to illuminate 
the reservoir on the surface by working with adequate b ckground models. For these models 
without a reservoir, can be used laterally homogeneous layers or more complete structures 
based on previous geological and geophysical studies of the area. 
 
The investigation of the Multitransient Electromagnetic method applied in the Cusiana Oil 
Field carried out in this thesis (Chapter 5) allowed determining that this technique is capable 
of detecting a reservoir at substantial depths. Thesignificant advantage of MTEM is its 
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vertical resolution since it depends on the distance between the source and the receivers on 
the ground and not on the frequency. It is important o emphasize that in practical field 
studies, the signal used in the current source is a p eudo-random binary sequence (PRBS). 
This signal has a uniform spectrum in a range of frequencies, which can be chosen to obtain 
the impulse response by deconvolution of the measurd voltages. The deconvolution of the 
PRBS data increases the signal-to-noise ratio and co tain more detailed information in the 
frequency domain than the other conventional signals. Additionally, PRBS data has the 
advantage of airwave and noise removal using time-domain processing techniques. The 
results prove that the MTEM can be used as a method for the exploration and monitoring of 
hydrocarbons. Combination of this technique with seismic surveys may improve images of 
the reservoir substantially.   
       
Future work 
 
Future research based on this study can be divided into two general topics: Golden zone of 
sedimentary basins using the radially averaged spectra of magnetic anomalies, and 
electromagnetic methods for the exploration of reservoirs on land. 
 
Regarding the Golden zone of sedimentary basins using the radially averaged spectra of 
magnetic anomalies, I strongly suggest future research to be focused on:  
 
The code developed to determine the geothermal gradient has a 3-arc-minute resolution; 
therefore, it is necessary to adjust it to the new magnetic anomaly databases with a 2-arc-
minute resolution. 
The incorporation into the code of the database of gravimetric anomalies in order to develop 
a more robust inversion. 
The realization of subdivisions in the basins of Colombia to find the Golden Zone with 
greater precision. 
The optimization of the forward modeling method to reduce its error and processing time.  
 
About electromagnetic methods for the exploration of reservoirs on land, critical future 
research should include: 
 
Due to the good results obtained in this thesis with the Mutitransient Electromagnetic 
methodology, the future work is the construction of the high power transmitter equipment 
with multifunctional signals and the electric field receivers system. For this purpose, it is 
necessary to make a financing proposal and submit it to national and international calls for 
proof of concept and prototypes. 
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In the methodology of the synthetic aperture in CSEM on land, we propose working in the 
time domain, supplying a current source with long-duration Gaussian pulses with high 
amplitudes, since in this domain we can perform processing techniques more effective than 
in the frequency domain.  
It is proposed to use the same developed equipment of MTEM in the synthetic aperture for 
the CSEM; changing the source signal of PRBS to long-duration Gaussian pulses, because 
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A1. Fractal Dimension and Seismotectonic Deformation Rates 
along an Inter-plate Setting: Seismic Regime along the 
Caribbean Plate Boundary Zone 
 
Juan M. Salazara and Carlos A. Vargasb 
aDepartment of Geosciences, Universidad Nacional de Colombia 




We have analyzed a catalog compiled by the USGS for the period 1977–2014 of 
approximately 33.137 seismic events (Mw ≥ 3.0) and 2.318 focal mechanisms (Mw ≥ 4.9) 
located in the Caribbean plate, with depths ranging between 0 km and 200 km. Data allowed 
calculation of the spatial variations of the seismic regime (theb-values based on the 
Gutenberg–Richter power law, and the fractal dimension or D-parameter) and the 
seismotectonic deformation rates. We find a strong depth dependence of the b-values and the 
D-parameter as well as a depth interval (40–80 km) with large mean deformation rates (ca 
2.0±0.49 cm/yr) that has been associated with the subduction process along the Caribbean 
plate. Finally, we suggest that the southern border of the Caribbean plate starts near the 
central segment of the Nazca Cocos Spreading Center (ca 3.5°N–83°W); trends eastward 




Seismotectonic activity is the result of the interaction between tectonic plates and instabilities 
of the lithospheric system. The spatial and temporal distribution of the activity has been 
studied using different statistical techniques because of the complexity of the phenomenon 
(Darooneha and Dadashinia, 2008; German, 2006; Rajendran and Rajendran, 2005; Lu et al., 
2011). The relative motion between plates generates a stress concentration, which generates 
an energy emission along fracture zones. It has been noted that the temporal distribution of 
this energy follows a power law, and its spatial distribution is related to the recurrent presence 
of earthquakes, which have the property of self-similarity, characterized by a fractal 
dimension (Zuo et al., 2009; Enescu and Ito, 2001; Mandal and Rodkin, 2011). 
Seismotectonic deformation is produced by earthquakes that are located mainly in active 
tectonic zones. Movements through faults are related to earthquakes, which represent a slide 
at a weak interface in the lithosphere. The accumulated offsets of energetic earthquakes in a 
segment of a fault correspond approximately to the rat  of motion between plates (Madariaga, 
1983). The accumulated movement of the Earth crust is used to infer the velocity of the 
lithospheric plates (Haines, 1982). The moment tensors associated with the earthquakes are 
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used to establish the strain of the crust in a volume (Kostrov, 1974; Jackson and McKenzie, 
1988; Ward, 1998a,b; Westaway, 1991, 1995; Savage and Simpson, 1997). Several methods 
have been used to find the horizontal velocity of the crust by determining the directions of 
fault planesof the seismic event, using solution focal mechanisms of the moment tensors 
(Holt et al., 1991; Haines and Holt, 1993; Peltzer and Saucier, 1996; England and Molnar, 
1997a, b). 
 
Studies have been conducted about the relation between self-similarity of earthquakes and 
the type of fault slip (Melanie and Mirko, 2011; Nath et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2001). The 
objective of this chapter is to find and relate the fractal dimension, the parameter b, and the 
rate of seismotectonic deformation(STD) as a functio  of depth, to analyze the seismic 
regime in depth of the Caribbean plate zone. As of today only a few studies of this type have 
been reported in the literature (i.e., Corredor, 2003; Caneva and Smirnov, 2004). The 
Caribbean plate is a deforming area between two subduction zones, the Lesser Antilles 
subduction zone in the east and the Central America subduction zone in the west (van 
Benthem et al., 2014). The northern and the southern boundaries of  the North American and 
South American plates are related with transform-type fault systems and relay to typical 
subduction zones (Molnar and Sykes, 1969; Vargas and Mann, 2013). Geophysical 
anomalies along the northern and eastern plate boundary suggest the existence of thousands 
of kilometers of relative eastward displacement of  he Caribbean region and subduction of a 
similar amount at the forefront of the plate. Therefo , first we show how seismic events 
along this tectonic feature follow a power law. Then we discuss the relationship between the 
spatial distributions of earthquakes and fractal dimensions. Finally, we find the 
seismotectonic deformation rates of medium to large earthquakes and compare them to 
crustal velocities derived from global positioning system (GPS) measurements. These results 
are presented in a comparative frame of tectonic regions. 
 
1.2 STUDY AREA 
 
The study zone covers the entire Caribbean plate and adjacent areas, which extend from 
latitude 5°S to 21°N and from longitude 58°W to 94°W, with a total area of 11,600,000 km2. 
It includes the territorial areas of Colombia, Venezu la, Ecuador, Panama, Costa Rica, 
Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Jamaica, and 
Puerto Rico. It also includes part of the area of northern Peru, northwestern Brazil, western 
Guayana, and southern Mexico. The study area is mainly comprised of first-order tectonic 
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1.2.1 Geologic and Tectonic Setting  
 
A continental–oceanic subduction zone is located along the western edge of South America, 
where the oceanic Nazca plate is being subducted beneath the continental South American 
plate. Along this subduction feature raises the northern Andes Range, with three branches in 
Colombia: western, central, and eastern Cordilleras. The Cocos plate in the Pacific Ocean is 
subducted beneath the Caribbean plate, just at the northwest direction of the Middle America 
trench (Figure 1). This subduction forms the volcanoes of Guatemala, El Salvador, 
Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, also known as the Central America volcanic arc. The Caribbean 
plate subducts beneath the South American plate and the Lesser Antilles. Northwest South 
American and Caribbean converge region is nowadays on warm debate regarding limits and 
processes (van Benthem et al., 2013). 
 
Models for the lithospheric structure of the Caribbean plate and surroundings have been 
inferred mainly from seismicity (i.e., Calais et al., 1992; Van der Hilst and Mann, 1994; 
Dillon et al., 1996; Taboada et al., 2000; Rogers et al., 2002; VanDecar et al., 2003; Pindell 
et al., 2006; Miller et al., 2009). Seismic activity in Central America occurs under western 
Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, where most earthquakes have 
hypocenters ranging from 30 km to 70 km. In the Cocos–Nazca Spreading Center, 
earthquakes are also prevalent, with hypocenters fewer than 30 km. In the Greater Antilles, 
earthquake hypocenters are generally shallower than 70 km. In the Lesser Antilles we find 
earthquake hypocenters ranging from 30 km to 70 km and greater than 120 km. The Panama–
Colombia border and the western Cordillera of Colombia have earthquake hypocenters 
ranging from 30 km to 70 km in depth. In the eastern Cordillera of Colombia, there is a 
seismic nest with hypocenters greater than 120 km (Figure 1). Finally, along the southeastern 
boundary of the Caribbean plate, focal mechanisms and the distribution of hypocenters point 
to “hinge” faulting or subduction-transform-edge-pro agator (STEP) activity (Benthem, 
2013). Inside the Caribbean plate, there are some vestiges of possible ancient plate 
boundaries that currently behave as rigid aseismic ridges; most representative examples are 
the Aves ridge, the Beata ridge, and the Hess escarpment. Seismicity observed at the south 
of the Hess escarpment has been related to a tectonic feature in the border of the Nicaragua 
rise, similar to the extensional zone (rift) of Center Expansion of the Cayman Islands, located 
between the Caiman ridge—the Oriente transform fault—and the Walton fault zone—the 
Swan fault zone (Salazar and Vargas, 2014).  
 
The South Caribbean Deformed Belt (SCDB) and the thrus  fault Panamanian prism (TFPP) 
represent a prism formed at the interface between th  subducting oceanic material in the 
Colombian and Venezuelan basins and arc terranes along the northern edge of the South 
American continent. The SCDB and subducted Caribbean sl b extends 1500 km from 
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Panama to the Aves ridge. The southern border of this feature may be located north of the 
Bocono and Oca faults and west of the Sierra Nevada of S nta Marta massif.  
 
 
Figure 1. Major tectonic and geomorphologic features of the Caribbean plate and surrounding areas. The 
white dotted line indicates the study zone. White arrows show the direction and displacement rate of the major 
tectonic plates by GPS observations. Black dotted lines correspond to the surface expression of some regional 
faults and limits between major plates. WC 5 western Cordillera, CC 5 central Cordillera, EA 5 eastern 
Cordillera, CB 5 Colombia Basin, VB 5 Venezuela Basin, SNSM 5 Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, SMBF 5 
Santa Marta–Bucaramanga fault, OF 5 Oca fault, CAP 5 Caribbean plate, HE 5 Hess escarpment, BR 5 Beata 
ridge, CVFZ 5 central Venezuelan fault zone, NR 5 Nicaragua rise, TFPP 5 thrust fault Panamanian prism, 
MAT 5 Middle America trench, SCDB 5 Southern Caribbean uncap deformation belt, CP 5 Cocos plate, NP 5 
Nazca plate, SAP 5 South American plate, CSNC 5 Central Spreading Nazca Cocos, LM 5 Lake Maracaibo, 
SFZ 5 Swan fault zone, WFZ 5 Walton fault zone, GA 5 Greater Antilles trench, YB 5 Yucatan Basin, OTF 5 
Oriente transform fault, PRT 5 Puerto Rico trench, BF 5 Bocono fault, SAT 5 South American trench, AR 5 
Aves ridge, and CESI 5 Center Expansion of the Cayman Islands. Bathymetry and topography data are from 
ETOPO1 Global Relief Model (Amante and Eakins, 2009). 20 km (12.4 mi) 
 
The crustal thickness of the Caribbean plate varies f om normal, 6–8 km at the west of the 
Beata ridge, to a plateau structure, approximately 20 km thick, between the central 
Venezuelan fault zone and the western part of the Beata ridge. Abnormally thin crust, 3–5 
km, is present in the southeast part of the Venezuela Basin (Diebold et al., 1999). Crust also 
thickens in the Yucatan Basin, 8–9 km (Hall, 1995) and in the Colombian and Grenada 
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basins, 10–22 km (Case and Dengo, 1990). Continental crust is 20–60 km thick in the area 
of study (Laske et al., 2013). 
 




The Gutenberg–Richter law relates the number of seismic events with their magnitude 
(Kagan, 2010; Manzocchi et al., 2006; Rhoades, 1996), through the following equation: 
 logp(¤) = s + ¥¤                                                      (1) 
 
where M is the magnitude of the seismic event, p(¤) is the number of seismic events with 
magnitude equal to or greater than M , b is the slope, and a is the point where the line 
intersects the Y-axis. Analysis of the USGS seismological catalog allows calculation of the 
b-slope from hypocenters. Spatial evaluation of the b-value in this study was based on a cubic 




2.2 Fractal Distribution 
 
A fractal is a distribution whose basic structure, fragmented or irregular, is repeated in 
different scales. A fractal dimension D is a ratio that provides a statistical value that compares 
as a pattern that changes with the scale on which is measured (Lopes and Betrouni, 2009), 
and that may be expressed with the equation (2). 
 5 = − GH(S)GH(¦) ,                                                       (2) 
 
where N is the number of partitions of the same size and ε  is the size of each partition. The 
box-counting method uses this relationship to determine the fractal dimension of the 
distribution. This method analyzes complex data patterns dividing, usually box shaped in 
even smaller parts. The essence of the process is to examine how observations change with 
the scale (Foroutan et al., 1999; Buczkowski et al., 1998; Jimenez and Ruiz, 2012). 
 
In this study we compute the fractal dimension D by the box-counting procedure for the 
epicenters and hypocenters with the same configuration of the prisms used in the estimation 
of the b-slope. 
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2.3 Seismotectonic Deformation Rates 
 
By solving for focal mechanisms the following features of the fault plane can be obtained: 
the angles of strike, dip, and slip. These features allow the estimation of the seismic moment 
tensor by the equations: 
 ¤  =  − ¤k ∙ (u_+§ ∙ ¨qu© ∙ u_+2U +  u_+2§ ∙ u_+© ∙ u_+2U),                          (3) ¤  =  ¤k ∙ (u_+§ ∙ ¨qu© ∙ ¨qu2U +  0.5 ∙ u_+2§ ∙ u_+© ∙ u_+2U),                    (4) ¤¬  =  −¤k ∙ (¨qu§ ∙ ¨qu© ∙ ¨quU +  ¨qu2§ ∙ u_+© ∙ u_+U),                         (5) ¤  =  ¤k ∙ (u_+§ ∙ ¨qu© ∙ u_+2U −  u_+2§ ∙ u_+© ∙ ¨qu2U),                        (6) ¤¬  =  − ¤k ∙ (¨qu§ ∙ ¨qu© ∙ u_+U −  ¨qu2§ ∙ u_+© ∙ ¨quU),                          (7) ¤¬¬  =  ¤k ∙ u_+2§ ∙ u_+©,                                                             (8) 
 
where φ is the strike, δ is the dip, and λ is the slip of the shear dislocation, and ¤k is the 
scalar seismic moment. The components of the seismic moment tensor can be written in 
matrix form in the following manner: 
 
¤P° = ±¤¤¤¬¤¤¤¬¤¬¤¬¤¬¬ ²,                                                  (9)
 
The next step is the components sum of the seismic moment tensor for each of the focal 
mechanism solutions that are in the same volume as the tudy prism. The cubic prism used 
has dimensions of 1° in the NS direction, 1° in the WE direction and thickness of 40 km, and 
from 0 km to 200 km depth. Equation (10) includes the contribution of several events in each 
cubic prism analyzed: 
∑ ¤P°<;T = ±∑ ¤
<;T ∑ ¤<;T ∑ ¤¬<;T∑ ¤<;T ∑ ¤<;T ∑ ¤¬<;T∑ ¤¬<;T ∑ ¤¬<;T ∑ ¤¬¬<;T ²,                                   (10) 
 
where n is the number of focal mechanism solutions that are in the same volume as the study 
prism. The following step is based on the formulations of Kostrov (1974), England and 
Molnar (1997a), and Jackson and McKenzie (1988). Kostrov (1974) showed that if all of the 
deformation in a volume is seismic, there is a relationship between the strain rate tensor =P° 
of the region and the sum of the moment tensor by the equation (11). 
 =P° = ³ ∑ ¤P°<;T ,                              (11) 
where ̀  is the shear modulus of the rock ` = 5 × 10dyn/cm in the depth range 0–60 
km and ̀ = 7. 7 × 10dyn/cm in the depth range 60–200 km, respectively. £ is the 
volume of the study prism.  
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Equation (11) can be used for calculating the average strain rate tensor as 
 o¦¸¹o9 = ³º ∑ ¤P°<;T ,                                              (12) 
 
where » is the period of the earthquakes; in this case 36 years from USGS Catalog. To find 
the axes of tension and pressure from the total sum of the components of the seismic moment 
tensor, it is necessary to compute the diagonal matrix. The elements of the diagonal matrix 
are the eigenvalues of ∑ ¤P°<;T , and the directions are the eigenvectors associated with the 
directions that represent the principal strain axes. Finally, the relationship between strain rate 
tensor and the velocity components is given by 
 
o¦¸¹o9 =  ¼½
½½
¾¿¿8 ¿À8 + À¿Á ¿Â8 + Â¿:¿À8 + À¿Á ÀÀÁ ÀÂÁ + ÂÀ:¿Â8 + Â¿: ÀÂÁ + ÂÀ: ÂÂ: ÃÄ
ÄÄ
Å,                               (13) 
 
where s, ¥, and ̈  are the dimensions of the prism of study. w,w,w,w¬,w¬,w,w¬,w¬, 




The data used in this study are taken from the ANSS Comprehensive Catalog (ComCat)—
USGS (http:// earthquake.usgs.gov/ earthquakes /search/).  
 
The catalog (January 1977 to January 2014) contains 33.137 seismic events (Mw ≥ 3.0) and 
2.318 focal mechanisms (Mw ≥ 4.9) at depths ranging between 0 km and 200 km. ComCat 
contains earthquake source parameters as hypocenters, magnitudes, phase picks, and 
amplitudes. In this chapter we have not considered th  errors associated with the hypocentral 




4.1 Gutenberg–Richter Law 
 
b-Values were computed for epicenters of the entire catalog. Figure 2A shows that maximum 
values are located in the western Central America (Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and 
Costa Rica) as well as along the Greater Antilles, L ser Antilles, and western Colombia. b-
Values were also calculated for hypocenters at depths between 0 km and 200 km. For depths 
between 0 km and 40 km (Figure 2C), it is observed that the mean maximum of b-values 
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(0.53) is lesser than that in the epicenter estimations (0.6). In general, zones where the 
maximum values are located match with the same as in the epicenter estimations. 
 
For depths in the range 40–80 km (Figure 3A), it is ob erved that there are fewer estimations 
than in depths between 0 km and 40 km. It is also observed that the mean maximum value of 
the b-values (0.5) is lesser than in depths between 0 km and 40 km (0.53). For depths between 
80 km and 120 km (Figure 3C), there are fewer values than in depths between 40 km and 80 
km and the mean maximum value of the b-values (0.44) is lesser than in depths between 40 
km and80 km (0.5). For depths between 120 km and 160 km (Figure 4A), it is observed that 
there are fewer values than in depths between 80 km and 120 km and the mean maximum 
value of the b-values (0.35) is lesser than in depths between 80 km and 120 km (0.44). 
 
 
Figure 2. Representation of the Gutenberg–Richter power law and the fractal dimension of the seismicity. (A) 
b-Values for epicenters; (B) dimension fractal D-parameter) for epicenters; (C) b-values for events located in 
depths between 0 km and 40 km (24.8 mi); and (D) dimension fractal (D-parameter) for events located in epths 
between 0 km and 40 km. 
 
Basically the areas where are the maximum values ar the same as in the epicenters; there 
are differences only in Colombia, where the maximum values are under the values in eastern 
Cordillera. The maximum value is under the Greater Antilles. For depths between 160 km 
and 200 km (Figure 4C), it is observed that there are fewer values than in depths between 
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120 km and160 km and is also observed that the mean aximum value of the b-values (0.38) 
is larger than in depths between 120 km and 160 km (0.35). Table 1 summarizes these 
observations. 
 






















Epicenters 0.63 0.63 0.56 0.62 0.4 0.8 0.59 
0.6 
0–40 0.52 0.5 0.5 0.44 0.73 0.48 0.6 0.53 
40–80 0.51 0.49 0.38 0.35 0.85 0.57 0.37 0.5 
80–120 0.37 0.37 0.39 0.39 0.76 0.42 0.42 
0.44 
120–160 0.36 0.19 0.36 0.23 0.7 0.42 0.23 
0.35 
160–200 0.42 0.31 0.37 -  0.55 0.41 0.22 
0.38 
 
The fractal dimension D was found for the epicenters (Figure 2B). In this figure the maximum 
values are observed in Central America in the western Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, 
and Costa Rica and also along the Greater Antilles, the Lesser Antilles, and Western 
Colombia. We calculated the distribution of the fractal dimension D for hypocenters at depths 
from 40 km to 200 km. For depths between 0  km and 40 km (Figure 2D), it is observed that 
the mean maximum value of the fractal dimension D(1.37) is lesser than in the epicenters 
(1.54). For depths between 40 km and 80 km (Figure 3B), it is observed that there are fewer 
values than in depths between 0 km and 40 km, and the mean maximum value of the fractal 
dimension D(1.33) is lesser than in depths between 0 km and 40 km. For depths between 80 
km and 120 km (Figure 3D), there are fewer values than in depths between 40 km and 80 km 
and is observed that the mean maximum value of the fractal dimension D(1.15) is less than 
in depths between 40 km and 80 km (1.33). Depths between 120 km and 160 km (Figure 4B) 
have fewer values than in depths between 80 km and 120 km, and we see that the mean 
maximum value of the fractal dimension D(0.88) is lesser than in depths between 80 km and 
120 km (1.15). There are differences in Colombia where the maximum values are under the 
eastern Cordillera. For depths between 160 km and 200 km (Figure 4D), there are fewer 
values than in depths between 120 km and 160 km and h s been detected that the mean 
maximum value of the fractal dimension D(0.8) is lesser than in depths between 120 km and 
160 km(1.17). Table 2 summarizes these observations. 
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Figure 3. Representation of the Gutenberg–Richter power law and the fractal dimension of the seismicity. (A) 
b-Values for events located in depths between 40 km (24.8 mi) and 80 km (49.7 mi); (B) dimension fractal (D-
parameter) for events located in depths between 40 km and 80 km; (C) b-values for events located in depths 
between 80 km and 120 km (74.5 mi); and (D) dimension fractal (D-parameter) for events located in depths 
between 80 km and 120 km. 50 km (31.1 mi)  
 
5.Seismotectonic Deformation Rates 
 
Values and directions of the seismotectonic deformation rates were found for the depths 
between 0 km and 40 km (Figure 5). In this figure th velocity vectors obtained by the 
solution of focal mechanisms (black arrows) are compared with the velocity vectors obtained 
by GPS (red arrows) of the database by UNAVCO (2014). It is found that the maximum 
magnitude value of the GPS vectors (9.05cm/yr) is smaller than the values obtained by focal 
mechanism (9.92cm/yr at west of the Colombian and Ecuador border trench). However, the 
directions of the vectors are similar (i.e.,SW of Guatemala, Pacific and Caribbean coasts of 
central Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama, western and central Andes Range of Ecuador, 
and western of the Greater Antilles). 
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Figure 4. Representation of the Gutenberg–Richter power law and the fractal dimension of the seismicity. (A) 
b-values for events located in depths between 120 km (74.5 mi) and 160 km (99.4 mi); (B) dimension fractal 
(D-parameter) for events located in depths between 120 km and 160 km; (C) b-values for events located in 
depths between 160 km and 200 km; and (D) dimension fractal (D-parameter) for events located in depths 
between 160 km and 200 km. 50 km (31.1 mi) 
 
























Epicenters 1.58 1.57 1.59 1.46 1.59 1.56 1.45 1.5 
0–40 1.38 1.3 1.36 1.39 1.58 1.42 1.2 1.37 
40–80 1.43 1.49 1.41 1 1.68 1.3 1 1.33 
80–120 1.26 1.18 1.12 0.74 1.42 1.36 1 
1.15 
120–160 0.84 0.66 0.88 0.62 1.4 1.07 0.72 
0.88 
160–200 0.89 0.74 0.89 0.44 1.21 0.82 0.63 0.8 
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Figure 5. Seismotectonic deformation rate vectors obtained by focal mechanism solutions (black arrows) in the 
depth range between 0 km and 40 km (24.8 mi), compared with the velocity vectors obtained by GPS 
observations (red arrows) and collected by UNAVCO (2014). 10 km (6.2 mi). 
 
For depth ranges between 40 km and 80 km (Figure 6), it is observed that the maximum value 
of velocity vectors (2.49 cm/yr at western El Salvador) is smaller than the maximum value 
of velocity for depth between 0 km and 40 km(9.92 cm/yr). For depths between 40 km and 
80 km, several areas have similar directions to the on s estimated by GPS data and focal 
mechanism solutions at depths of 0–40km: Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, 
Panama, Ecuador, CNSC, and the Greater Antilles. For depths between 80 km and 120 km 
(Figure 7), it is observed that the maximum value of the velocity vectors obtained (0.49cm/yr 
at SE of Ecuador) is also smaller than in depths betwe n 40 km and 80 km(2.49cm/yr). For 
depths between 40 km and 120 km, there is agreement with directions of seismotectonic 
deformation rates: Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, and Ecuador. 
Figures 8 and 9 show vectors that represent seismotectonic deformation rates at depths 
ranging 120–160 km and 160–200 km. Availability of f cal mechanism solutions in these 
depths allows to identify maximum deformation rates ranging from 0.465 cm/yr (under south 
of Mexico and central Andes of Ecuador) to 0.580 cm/yr (SW Colombia and the Lesser 
Antilles). Table 3 presents a summary of this estima ion along different regions where 
availability of focal mechanisms allows the calculation of the seismotectonic deformation 
rate.  
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Figure 6. Seismotectonic deformation rate vectors obtained by focal mechanism solutions (black arrows) in the 
depth range between 40 km (24.8 mi) and 80 km (49.7 mi)  10 km (6.2 mi). 
 
 
Figure 7. Seismotectonic deformation rate vectors obtained by focal mechanism solutions (black arrows) in the depth 
range between 80 km (49.7 mi) and 120 km (74.5 mi). 10 km (6.2 mi). 
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Figure 8. Seismotectonic deformation rate vectors obtained by focal mechanism solutions (black arrows) in the depth 
range between 120 km (74.5 mi) and 160 km (99.4 mi). 10 km (6.2 mi 
 
 
Figure 9. Seismotectonic deformation rate vectors obtained by focal mechanism solutions (black arrows) in the 
depth range between 160 km (99.4 mi) and 200 km (124.2 mi). 10 km (6.2 mi). 
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Table 3.Maximum values of seismotectonic deformation rates nd their respective directions in different 




Depths     (km) 



























0–40 0.12 33.53 0.02 49.4 1.95 49 5.35 43.7 0.15 358 0.007 26.4 9.9 210 
40–80 0.64 85,6 2.3 81 0.15 55 0.02 39.6 0.002 83 0.03 64 0.05 285 
80–120 0.05 58 0.001 2.5 0.02 47.5 0.006 65 0.01 282 0.002 262 0.2 274 
120–160 – – – – 0.001 32 – – – – – – 0.14 275 





Figure 10 shows the behavior at depth of the b-values. In Guatemala this factor decreases 
progressively with increasing depths up to 160–200 km, after which the b-value increases; 
this indicates greater seismicity at these depths. El Salvador has the same characteristics as 
in Guatemala; it differs only in that the seismic activity has smaller magnitude. In Nicaragua 
seismic reactivation occurs at depths between 120 km and 160 km and increases more in the 
depth range 160–200 km. In Costa Rica there are no seismic b-valuesat the largest depths; 
however, in the range 0–120 km the b-value trend is the same as in previous areas but with 
smaller values. The Greater Antilles have the highest b-values; these values decrease as a 
function of depth. The Lesser Antilles has high b-values that also decrease as a function of 
depth. Colombia has awide range of b-values of 80–120 km; these values decrease below this 
depth. 
 
The D-parameter in Guatemala decreases progressively with increasing depth (Figure 11), 
however, in the range of 160–200 km. El Salvador has the same characteristics as in 
Guatemala, but with a smaller D-parameter. Nicaragua also has the same characteristi s a  n 
Guatemala and El Salvador. In Costa Rica the D-parameter decreases progressively with 
increasing depth. The Greater Antilles have the larger values of the D-parameter; these values 
decrease as a function of depth. However, in the depth range 40–80 km, the b-values are 
larger than in the depth range 0–40 km. Along the Lesser Antilles the D-parameter decreases 
progressively in the depth. 
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Figure 10. Behavior of the b-values in depth for different regions of the Caribbean plate. 10 km (6.2 mi). 
 
 
Figure 11. Behavior of the D-parameter in depth for Different  regions of the Caribbean plate. 10 km (6.2 mi) 
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Figure 12 presents a statistical correlation between the b-value and the D-parameter. 
Although there is a large standard deviation along all observations, the general trend produces 
a good fit between these parameters as a function of depth. Excluding some areas of abnormal 
seismicity (in the range 120–160 km), it is clear that along the borders of the Caribbean plate 
the seismic regimen favors larger earthquakes in deeper zones. Also, self-similarity is lost as 
a function of depth because of the complexity of the sources of the largest earthquakes. In 
this sense, in surficial areas along the border of this plate, it is possible that smaller quakes 
are produced by a variety of similar processes. 
 
 
Figure 12. Correlation between b-values and D-parameter for different depths. Black circles correspond to the 
mean value of the observations in the range of depth analyzed. Horizontal and vertical bars represent o e 
standard deviation (± 1s) for 
 
Some superficial deformation rate discrepancies (magnitude and direction) with the nearest 
GPS observations suggest that assumptions of μ ≈ 5 × 10dyn/cm in the depth range 0–
60 km, discarding error estimations of focal mechanism solutions and slow slip that could 
bias results. However, in general the deformation rates of this work match well with GPS 
observations and are not far from the strain rates reported by van Benthem et al. (2014). This 
behavior changes with depth. A depth profile of the deformation rate along the borders of the 
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Caribbean plate (Figure 13) suggests that large deformation rates are located in the 40–80 
km depth range. Largest mean deformation rates in this specific depth range may correspond 
to a segment where a change in the rheological behavior of the rock mass, or an interval 
where a relevant reduction of the fault friction, coexists with mineral transformations and 
shear heating and therefore favors significant fault slips (Peacock, 1996; van Benthem and 
Govers, 2010). This observation suggests that along borders of the Caribbean plate the 
seismic regimen is mainly characterized by earthquakes related to subduction. 
 
 
Figure 13. Depth profile of the seismotectonic deformation rate. Vertical bars (red) correspond to the depth 
interval that was assumed for estimating the deformation rate. Horizontal bars (blue) represent statistical 
uncertainties (± 1s) of the estimation. 20 km (12.4 mi) 
 
The geometry of the Caribbean plate has been defined by hypocenter and focal mechanism 
solutions. Using the complementary data of strain rtes derived from GPS studies and strain 
rate derived in this work, it is possible to improve the definition of the southern limits of the 
plate. Figure 14 presents a proposal of this limit from southern Panama and NW Colombia. 
Spatial pattern of b-values and D-parameters in the shallower layer (0–40 km) suggests that 
this area corresponds to a broad area of transition between the Caribbean and South American 
plates with relevant strain rates that is pushing the NW Colombia toward the northeast 
direction. Divergence vectors of this last parameter around 5.5°N at south of Panama and 
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central area of Colombia match with the Sandra ridge and Caldas tear reported by Vargas 
and Mann (2013) and interpreted as a sliding zone wh re the Panama arc is indenting and 
widening the northern Andes. Lower layers (e.g., 80–200 km) show a pattern that defines the 
deeper interaction between the South American and Caribbean plates under Colombia. The 
slide accumulated of energetic earthquakes along weak zones corresponds approximately to 
the rate of motion between the plates (Madariaga, 1983). Now we can support the idea that 
the area of the Caribbean plate corresponds to a region that includes 14 microplates or blocks: 
Panama-Choco (PCP), Maracaibo(MP), NW Colombia(NWCP), Colombia plate(CP), 
Venezuela plate(VP), Lesser Antilles(LA), Aves Ridge(AR), Hispaniola(HP), Gonave(GP), 
Puerto Rico–Virgin Islands(PRVI), Chortis(CHR), Chorotega(CHT), Beata ridge(BR), and 
SCDB. Similar segmentation has been suggested in the orthern area of this plate: the Gonave 
block (Rosencrantz and Mann, 1991), the Hispaniola block (Mann et al., 2002), and the 
Puerto Rico–Virgin islands block (Byrne et al., 1985). These blocks are being limited by 
tearing that conforms STEP (Govers and Wortel, 2005). Table 4 shows the relation of the 
fractal dimension, the parameter b, and the rate of STD as a function of depth, to analyze the 
seismic regime in depth of the 14 blocks that belong to the Caribbean plate.  
 
Figure 14. Caribbean plate and some of its microplates. The 2.3 focal mechanisms (Mw ≥ 4.9) are supporting 
some limits. Southern Panama–Choco microplate (PCP) is suggested by focal mechanisms with nodal planes 
aligned with the Sandra ridge (SR) and the Caldas te r (CT). This tectonic structure also defines the southern 
limit of the NW Colombia microplate (NWCP). Other microplates presented in the map are as follows: MP 5 
Maracaibo plate, CP 5 Colombia plate, VP 5 Venezuela plate, LA 5 Lesser Antilles, AR 5 Aves ridge, GP 5 
Gonave microplate, BR 5 Beata ridge, HP 5 Hispaniola plate, PRVI 5 Puerto Rico–Virgin Islands 
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Table 4. Relation of the fractal dimension, the parameter b, and the rate of STD as a function 
of depth in the 14 blocks that belong to the Caribbean plate. 
Blocks 
Depth (km) Correlation Coefficients 
0–40 40–80 80–120 120–160 160–200 r(b− D) r(b− STD) r(D− STD) 
VP 
b–Parameter 0.44 0.27 0.11 – – 
0.94 – – 
Error <25% 25–50% 25–50% – – 
D–parameter 0.55 0.30 0.25 – – 
Error <25% <25% <25% – – 
STD Vel(cm/yr) – – – – – 
Azimuth – – – – – 
SCDB 
b–Parameter 0.47 0.22 0.00 – – 
1.00 – – 
Error <25% 25–50% >50% – – 
D–parameter 0.86 0.48 0.23 – – 
Error <25% <25% <25% – – 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.01 0.00 – – – 
Azimuth 163.62 262.54 – – – 
PRVI 
b–Parameter 0.84 0.66 0.73 0.29 0.09 
0.95 0.96 0.64 
Error <25% <25% <25% 25–50% 25–50% 
D–parameter 1.50 1.44 1.30 1.06 0.57 
Error <25% <25% <25% <25% <25% 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.01 0.00 0.00 – – 
Azimuth 326.30 328.49 105.16 – – 
PCP 
b–Parameter 0.35 0.46 0.27 0.00 0.00 
0.90 0.07 0.88 
Error <25% <25% 25–50% >50% >50% 
D–parameter 1.28 0.99 0.60 0.24 0.18 
Error <25% <25% <25% <25% <25% 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.10 0.01 0.00 – – 
Azimuth 353.59 43.35 262.22 – – 
NWC 
b–Parameter 0.50 0.15 0.28 0.57 0.29 
0.41 0.68 –0.04 
Error <25% 25–50% 25–50% <25% 25–50% 
D–parameter 0.92 0.87 0.74 0.97 1.02 
Error <25% <25% <25% <25% <25% 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 
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Azimuth 191.07 358.33 257.06 254.92 212.32 
MP 
b–Parameter 0.23 0.11 0.15 0.30 0.00 
0.24 – – 
Error 25–50% 25–50% 25–50% 25–50% >50% 
D–parameter 0.95 0.54 0.39 0.43 0.48 
Error <25% <25% <25% <25% <25% 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.00 0.00 – – – 
Azimuth 192.07 151.96 – – – 
LA 
b–Parameter 0.62 0.53 0.65 0.57 0.45 
0.74 0.15 0.04 
Error <25% <25% <25% <25% 25–50% 
D–parameter 1.44 1.22 1.16 1.05 0.80 
Error <25% <25% <25% <25% <25% 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.00 
Azimuth 145.10 1.36 145.71 316.15 327.69 
HP 
b–Parameter 0.67 0.68 0.64 0.47 0.60 
0.45 0.54 0.77 
Error <25% <25% <25% 25–50% <25% 
D–parameter 1.20 1.12 1.15 1.04 0.84 
Error <25% <25% <25% <25% <25% 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.00 – 
Azimuth 2.88 285.45 278.69 255.78 – 
GP 
b–Parameter 0.49 0.14 – – – 
– – – 
Error <25% 25–50% – – – 
D–parameter 0.90 0.38 – – – 
Error <25% <25% – – – 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.13 – – – – 
Azimuth 354.99 – – – – 
CP 
b–Parameter 0.39 – – – – 
– – – 
Error <25% – – – – 
D–parameter 0.69 – – – – 
Error <25% – – – – 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.08 – – – – 
Azimuth 339.89 – – – – 
CHT 
b–Parameter 0.54 0.44 0.31 0.23 – 
0.99 0.83 0.85 
Error <25% <25% 25–50% 25–50% – 
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D–parameter 1.17 0.95 0.67 0.37 – 
Error <25% <25% <25% <25% – 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 1.97 0.05 0.00 – – 
Azimuth 33.11 67.51 46.00 – – 
CHR 
b–Parameter 0.60 0.62 0.49 0.55 0.43 
0.69 0.82 0.86 
Error <25% <25% <25% <25% <25% 
D–parameter 1.47 1.42 1.31 1.08 1.08 
Error <25% <25% <25% <25% <25% 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.64 0.66 0.01 0.00 0.01 
Azimuth 42.57 79.01 54.89 87.25 39.70 
BR 
b–Parameter 0.17 – – – – 
– – – 
Error 25–50% – – – – 
D–parameter 0.68 – – – – 
Error <25% – – – – 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.00 – – – – 
Azimuth 43.99 – – – – 
AR 
b–Parameter 0.49 0.31 0.32 0.41 0.27 
0.79 0.65 0.97 
Error 25–50% <25% 25–50% 25–50% 25–50% 
D–parameter 0.92 0.68 0.72 0.64 0.56 
Error <25% <25% <25% <25% <25% 
STD Vel(cm/yr) 0.00 – 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Azimuth 141.31 – 5.05 38.65 248.97 
            Mean 0.74 0.59 0.62 
 
 
By analyzing this table in depth the following characteristics are observed: 
 
For depth ranges between 0 km and 40 km it is observed that blocks with larger values of the 
parameters b(0.83), D(1.5), and the rate of STD (1.96cm/yr) are PRVI, and CHT, 
respectively. Blocks with lower values of the parameters b(0.17), D(0.55), and the rate of 
STD(0.2mm/yr) are BR, VP, and BR, respectively. In these depth ranges the VP block does 
not have the rate of STD. 
 
For depth ranges between 40 km and 80 km, it is observed that blocks with larger values of 
the parameters b(0.68), D(1.44), and the rate of STD(0.63cm/yr) are HP, PRVI, and CHR, 
respectively. 
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Blocks with lower values of the parameters b(0.1), D(0.3), and the rate of STD(90µm/yr) are 
MP, VP, and SPDB, respectively. In these depth ranges the blocks CP and BR do not have 
values of the parameters b and D, neither the rate of STD. The blocks VP, AR, and GP do 
not have the rate of STD. 
 
For depth ranges between 80 km and 120 km it is observed that blocks with larger values of 
the parameters b(0.73), D(1.31), and the rate of STD(0.01cm/yr) are PRVI, CHR, and CHT, 
respectively. Blocks with lower values of the parameters b(0.11), D(0.23), and the rate of 
STD(0.1mm/yr) are VP, SCDB, and AR, respectively. In these depth ranges the blocks 
SCDB, CP, GP, and BR do not have values of the parameters b and D, neither the rate of 
STD. The blocks MP and VP do not have the rate of STD. 
 
For depth ranges between 120 km and 160 km, it is observed that blocks with larger values 
of the parameters b(0.57), D(1.08), and the rate of STD(0.19cm/yr) are NWC, CHR, and LA, 
respectively. Blocks with lower values of the parameters b(0.23), D(0.24), and the rate of 
STD(40µm/yr) are CHT, PCP, and AR, respectively. In these depth ranges the blocks SCDB, 
VP, CP, GP, and BR do not have values of the parameters b and D, neither the rate of STD. 
The blocks PRVI, PCP, MP, and CHT do not have the rat  of STD. 
For depth ranges between 160 km and 200 km, it is observed that blocks with larger values 
of the parameters b(0.59), D(1.08), and the rate of STD(0.01cm/yr) are HP, CHR, and CHR, 
respectively. Blocks with lower values of the parameters b(0.08), D(0.18), and the rate of 
STD(40µcm/yr) are PRVI, PCP, and AR, respectively. In these depth ranges the blocks 
SCDB, VP, CP, GP, CHT, and BR do not have values of the parameters b and D, neither the 
rate of STD. The blocks PRVI, PCP, MP, and HP do not have the rate of STD. 
 
By analyzing the Table 4 by blocks the following characteristics are observed: 
 
The blocks with larger values of the mean of parameter b in depth are HP(0.61), LA(0.56), 
and PRVI(0.52). The blocks with lower values are MP(0.15) and PCP(0.21). The parameter 
b does not have values at depths larger than 80 km in blocks BR, CP, GP and SCBD. 
 
The blocks with larger values of the mean of parameter D in depth are CHR(1.27), 
PRVI(1.18), and LA(1.13). The blocks with lower values are VP(0.37), SCDB(0.52), and 
MP(0.56). The parameter D does not have values at depths larger than 80 km in blocks BR, 
CP, and GP. 
 
The blocks with larger values of the mean of the rat of STD in depth are CHT(0.67cm/yr) 
and CHR(0.26cm/yr).The blocks with lower values are AR(80µm/yr), PRVI(4mm/yr), and 
NWC(6mm/yr). The rate of STD does not have values at depths larger than 80 km in blocks 
BR, CP, GP, MP, and SCDB. 
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The blocks with larger values of correlation coefficients between parameters b and D and 
r(b− D) in depth are SCDB(0.99) and CHT(0.99cm/yr). The blocks with lower values are 
MP(0.23) and NWC(0.41). r(b− D) does not have values in blocks BR, CP, and GP. 
 
The blocks with larger values of correlation coefficients between parameter b and the rate of 
STD r(b− STD) in depth are PRVI(0.96) and CHT(0.83cm/yr). The blocks with lower values 
are PCP(0.06) and LA(0.15). r(b− STD) does not have values in blocks VP, SCDB, MP,BR, 
CP, and GP. 
 
The blocks with larger values of correlation coefficients between parameter D and rate of 
STD r(D− STD) in depth are PRVI(0.96) and CHT(0.83cm/yr). The blocks with lower values 
are PCP(0.06) and LA(0.15). r(b− STD) does not have values in blocks VP, SCDB, MP,BR, 




The main findings of this analysis are as follows: 
 
Regional estimates of the meanb-values in depth are lesser than 0.46 in the Middle Am rican 
trench, and those higher than 0.51 are located in the Greater and Lesser Antilles (Table 1). 
 
Calculations of the mean of fractal dimension (D-parameter) in depth show a range 
oscillating between 0.94 and 1.48, with maximum values in shallower areas of the subduction 
zones (Table 2).  
 
All estimations of the b-values and the D-parameter have strong depth dependence (Figure 
12). 
 
Seismotectonic deformation rates based on focal mechanisms (Table 3) are largestin Ecuador 
and Costa Rica (9.90 cm/yr and 5.35 cm/yr, respectiv ly). A depth profile of this parameter 
(Figure 13) suggests that the 40 to 80km depth interval has the largest deformation rate (ca 
2.0±0.49 cm/yr). This large deformation rate has been related to the subduction process. 
 
The spatial pattern of the parameters analyzed in this work suggests that the southern border 
of the Caribbean plate starts near the central segment of the Nazca Cocos spreading center 
(ca 3.5°N–83°W) and extends eastward along the Sandra ridge, Caldas tear, and then follows 
the eastern foothills of the northern Andes. In this area, at least three microplates can be 
distinguished: Panama–Choco, NW Colombia, and Maracaibo. 
 
By performing the average of correlation coefficients r(b− D), r(b− STD), and r(D− STD) in 
the 14 blocks identified, it is observed that the largest average of the three is r(b− D) (0.73), 
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showing a higher relation of the parameters b and D compared with the average of the other 
two coefficients. The average of correlation coefficients r(b− STD) (0.58) and r(D− STD) 
(0.62) shows a higher relation of the parameter D and the rate of STD compared to the relation 
of the parameter b and the rate of STD. 
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